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Introduction

“Everyone must leave something behind when he dies. A child or a book or a painting or a house or a wall built or a pair of shoes made.”

– Ray Bradbury, Fahrenheit 451

The experience of dying misses no one. We all eventually face the end of our life and the need to make decisions about health care during this period of time. If we do not actively plan for these decisions, others will make them for us. This begs important questions – do we wish to be at home or in a hospital or healthcare facility? Do we wish extraordinary measures to keep us breathing when the body no longer has the capacity? Will we be in pain, and will our pain be properly addressed? It takes deep wisdom to make the best decisions in such difficult circumstances, even for ourselves. To make these decisions for another is a sacred trust.

A recent Stanford University survey of nearly 1,100 physicians showed the overwhelming preferences of the people who see these choices played out every day. Over 88% stated that if they were terminally ill they would choose a do-not-resuscitate or “no code” status, allowing them to die without extraordinary interventions. “Doctors see a lot,” said study author Dr. V.J. Periyakoil. Aggressive resuscitation attempts are likely to break an older patient’s ribs but unlikely to restore health or functioning1 – after witnessing several, “you know too much and you’re much more wary.”2

Palliative care and end-of-life planning are healthcare strategies that empower people to have a say in these critical decisions, even when they are no longer able to voice their healthcare preferences. By means of an advance directive for healthcare decisions, people can and do make decisions for themselves. These can be general directions addressing cardiopulmonary resuscitation, medical interventions and artificially administered nutrition,3 or can specifically

1 Even when death is expected, resuscitation is performed on every person who dies in a healthcare facility without a Do Not Attempt Resuscitation order in place. 15% of people on whom it is performed survive to leave the hospital. Among those with multiple chronic illnesses, it is less than 5%. Drought, T. 2004. Medical decision making for publicly conserved individuals: policy recommendations. p. 9. Retrieved on 6/7/14 from http://www.scu.edu/ethics/practicing/focusareas/medical/conserved-patient/policy.html.
identify interventions the person does or does not wish (for example, a respirator, a feeding tube, transfusions, radiation or chemotherapy, or antibiotics. See Appendix A).^4

Many people avoid planning for their own end-of-life care and do not exercise an active choice. Choices are then made for them. This is a serious outcome for anyone, but fundamentally, there is a developed mechanism for non-disabled persons to make their wishes, preferences and desires known. However, many people with intellectual and developmental disabilities (I/DD) are denied the opportunity to exercise choice altogether. Our most vulnerable citizens may have even fewer opportunities than anyone else at the end of life, for a variety of complex reasons:

- Improved medical treatment for this population means people with developmental disabilities are experiencing a longer lifespan. Systems and strategies to support aging and end-of-life decision-making are under-prepared.
- Historical medical abuses of the population have resulted in important protections, but these same mechanisms can have the unintended consequence of dishonoring a person’s desires at the end of life.
- The conservatorship process can be a complicating factor in end-of-life decision-making, especially for those individuals whose conservator is a Public Guardian.
- There is insufficient emphasis on supported decision-making for people with developmental disabilities throughout the lifespan, which is amplified when facing complex end-of-life situations.
- Lack of understanding of the disabled person’s capacity to make his or her own choices and decisions, and the specific strategies and supports to provide assistance to make those choices, hampers courts, attorneys, conservators, healthcare providers and others with responsibility or involvement in end-of-life care.

In the absence of active support and respect for the disabled person’s wishes, the most conservative and often most invasive healthcare decisions tend to prevail.

**Purpose of this Report**

The Coalition for Compassionate Care of California (CCCC) is an organization promoting high-quality, compassionate care for all Californians who are seriously ill or approaching the end of life. In their work they have encountered circumstances where a person with a developmental

---

^4 County of Los Angeles, Department of Mental Health, Office of the Public Guardian. *End-of-life request by treating physician*. Provides greater specificity than the standard POLST about the disabled person, his or her conditions, and a break-out list of interventions to accept or deny. This form does not appear to be online so is included as Appendix B.
disability was not supported to understand and exercise the choices s/he has, the results of healthcare decisions, the process and the consequences. These include troubling reports of disabled people who were cut off from friends and people they are close to at the end of their lives, had no choices in receiving painful and invasive procedures that undermined the quality of the end of their lives; have died in a hospital despite a preference to be at home; and even instances where the disabled person’s wishes about where to be buried and who should receive their belongings after their death were disregarded.5

In some of these incidents, complex issues involved with the disabled person’s conservatorship status complicated their end-of-life experiences. CCCC has undertaken this effort to try to understand more about conservatorship of people with developmental disabilities with an aim of fostering greater self-determination and empowerment of this population throughout life as well as at the end of life.

These are the questions considered in this report:

- What is the process of conservatorship for people with developmental disabilities in California?
- How large is the impact of conservatorship on healthcare decision-making for this population?
- What strategies would improve self-determination in healthcare decisions for people with developmental disabilities?

This paper considers these issues through the lens of people with developmental disabilities themselves as well as their advocates; including family members, attorneys, disability rights advocates, Regional Centers, bioethicists and providers who work closely with them. It relies on 21 qualitative interviews with a total of 22 key informants from these groups, as well as assembling background resources with strategies and policy recommendations on relevant topics that are intended to enhance the agency, dignity and choice of disabled individuals. The essential purpose is to strengthen the opportunity for the disabled person to make or actively contribute to making decisions important to themselves, up to and including the end of life.

People with I/DD are now aging; the benefit of long life is undoubtedly to be celebrated. And while end-of-life decision-making is a complicated area overall and issues around protection of vulnerable people exist for important reasons, there is no justification for people with disabilities to have less agency, choice or dignity in the experience of dying than others do. This includes respect for their wishes about health care interventions and where they want to spend

5 Relayed in personal communications by a variety of informants. See also the Coalition for Compassionate Care of California video library of resources for developmental disabilities. Retrieved 6/23/14 from http://coalitionccc.org/tools-resources/video-library/.
their last days, as well as maintaining emotional attachments to the people that matter in their lives. And while there may be a rationale for conservative healthcare decisions that err on the side of protection, there is no justification for decisions based on fear of liability rather than the person’s own choices and best interests, nor for dishonoring a person’s wishes for their own burial or gifting of their possessions. These are the ways that all of us express our humanity and honor the people we love who are left behind.

The aging of people with intellectual and developmental disabilities presents challenges for systems to provide appropriate supports for the end of life and to ensure that the dignity, rights, choices and humanity of disabled people are fully included and respected. Improvements in this area will require multi-systemic changes in the way we think about the population’s legal rights, health care and decision-making process.
Background

People with a disability deserve the same rights as everyone.

California is widely regarded as having a model service system for people with intellectual and developmental disabilities (I/DD), although resource challenges over a number of years have strained the system and hampered to some degree its mission of providing treatment and habilitation services and supports in the least restrictive environment. (Habilitation services help a person learn, keep, or improve skills and functional abilities that may not be developing normally.) The system serves children and adults with an intellectual disability, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, autism and other conditions that are closely related to I/DD or require similar treatment; that originate before age 18; continue or are expected to continue indefinitely; and constitute a substantial disability for the person. The system was established under the Lanterman Developmental Disabilities Act of 1969 and the Early Intervention Services Act, and is organized around 21 Regional Centers and contracted providers serving a caseload of 275,000 consumers. There are also four state-operated Developmental Centers serving 1,100 individuals and the Canyon Springs Intermediate Care Facility, which serves up to 63 persons with challenging behavior issues. One facility – the Lanterman Developmental Center – is slated for closure no later than December 31, 2014.

The developmental disability (DD) system is organized around principles of an entitlement of access to services, integration of disabled persons into typical life activities and choices about where to live, education, employment, leisure and personal goals. Services for consumers over age 3 are provided through a person-centered Individual Program Plan (IPP) process that includes the consumer, family or representative, Regional Center staff and others chosen by the consumer, who gather to discuss the consumer’s goals and strategies and services to achieve them. After first using “generic” resources such as Medi-Cal, Social Security, In-Home Supportive Services and other public or private resources the consumer is entitled to (for example, health insurance), the Regional Center then purchases the balance of supports the

---

7 A useful overview of California’s system is provided in The SCAN Foundation’s Long-Term Care Fundamental brief, California’s developmental disabilities service system. Retrieved on 6/29/14 from http://www.thescanfoundation.org/californias-developmental-disabilities-service-system.
9 Ibid.
consumer needs to fulfill his or her IPP by contracting with community-based agencies which provide specialty services.\textsuperscript{10}

As of March 2014, 9,701 or 4.12\% of children and adults in the DD system lived in institutional settings including developmental centers, intermediate care facilities or skilled nursing facilities, and 1,111 (.66\%) were classified as living in “other” setting, while the vast majority – 223,827 persons (95.21\%) – lived in the community. Thirty-six percent (36.40\%) are female and 63.60\% are male. The population is similarly diverse as the rest of California, with approximately 36\% identifying as white, 35\% as Hispanic, 9\% as African-American, 6\% Asian, 2\% Filipino, less than 1\% as Native American or Polynesian and about 9\% as other. Almost 25\% of consumers in the DD system speak a primary language other than English. Over twenty percent (20\%) of California’s Regional Center consumers are age 42 and up, with 9,463 who are age 62 and older.\textsuperscript{11}

\textbf{Aging of the Population}

People with developmental disabilities are living longer, and systems and services are underprepared to assist them with the aging process. In the 1940’s people with I/DD had a life expectancy of 20-plus years; in the 1960’s this improved by ten years.\textsuperscript{12} Today, with the reduction in institutionalization and over-crowded, understaffed and under-funded conditions,\textsuperscript{13} people with I/DD have a life expectancy near that of other adults, with an average life of 65 years compared to 70 in the general population.\textsuperscript{14} This is due to improved health care, social services, recreation and physical activities, good nutrition and personal, spiritual, educational and employment opportunities.\textsuperscript{15} Similar to other adults, women live longer. People with Down Syndrome die on average ten years earlier, at age 56. Causes of death among those with I/DD mirror the age-related illnesses of the general population, such as

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{10} Ibid.  \\
\textsuperscript{15} Kennedy, D. 2006.}
cancer, heart disease and chronic lung disease. In the year 2000, about 500,000 people, or 12% of all people with I/DD nationally, were over the age of 65. The number of adults who are age 60 and over is projected to reach nearly 1.2 million by 2030.

Individuals with I/DD experience normal aging processes including reductions in functional vision, hearing and balance. In addition, aging among people with I/DD is affected by their unique disabilities, chronic conditions and severity of conditions. Age-related changes may occur earlier. Obesity and osteoporosis appear to be more prevalent, and individuals with Down Syndrome may experience adaptive skill losses earlier than others. People with I/DD have often been subject to medication regimes throughout their lives, and the addition of other medications for symptoms related to aging can cause extreme complications in psychopharmacology. There also appears to be an “intimate link” between the genetic code controlling Alzheimer’s disease and that controlling Down Syndrome, so these individuals are at high risk for developing dementia of the Alzheimer’s type.

There is a high incidence of depression among all aging persons, and people with I/DD are particularly vulnerable. Having struggled to achieve independence, people may be subject to severe depression as they lose functional capacity and experience greater dependence on others. Those with cognitive issues or lacking the ability to communicate their needs, wants or feelings may experience frustration, potentially leading to acting out behaviors or intensification of pre-existing behavioral problems. Geriatric specialists, healthcare providers and systems of care management need to be informed about these issues and how to assist people with disabilities with life transitions related to aging. Multidisciplinary approaches, improved training of healthcare professionals and development of relevant models of care are important to meet this population’s needs.

---


20 Ibid.

21 Ibid.

22 Kennedy, D. 2006.
These demographic changes are happening in the context of the aging boom in all populations, as well as the aging of family caregivers. Nationally, over 75% of people with I/DD live with their families, and more than 25% of family caregivers are over the age of 60.\textsuperscript{23} Jeffrey Minde has written in \textit{The Graying of Disabled America} that, “For the first time in human history, persons with developmental disabilities are outliving their parents who have historically always functioned as their primary caregivers.”\textsuperscript{24} In some cases, disabled adults are themselves become responsible for caregiving and end-of-life decision-making for their aging parents. This significant shift indicates a need for care and attention by systems designed to serve people with I/DD, to appropriately support the population’s needs as they themselves age without the benefit of their primary support systems.

Encouraging quality of life for aging people with I/DD will require a dual focus on aging and disability services. There is a need to disseminate information about age-related health issues and to improve preventive and surveillance strategies across the lifespan for people with I/DD, including targeted health education programs, appropriate screening and community health promotion.\textsuperscript{25} People will need home modifications, access to assistive technology, greater access to community services and more support for aging at home. Ageism is a factor for all, and is likely to be even more apparent for aging people with I/DD. It is important for caregivers and social educators to understand the context of what people with I/DD have experienced in relationship to that of the dominant culture in order to understand the additional impacts of aging.\textsuperscript{26}

As they age, people with I/DD seek the same outcomes as neurotypical individuals: maintaining their physical and mental health and functioning as independently as possible, actively engaging with life through friendships, contributions to society, and meaningful participation in community life.\textsuperscript{27} Appropriate planning and supports are necessary to support people with I/DD as they age. Successful aging for everyone requires knowledge about the aging process as well as commitment to maintaining one’s quality of life – and people with I/DD will need guidance to acquire the knowledge and skills they need to age well.\textsuperscript{28}

\textsuperscript{23} Heller, T. et al (Eds.) Winter 2010.
\textsuperscript{24} Minde, J. and Friedman, A. 2000. p. 1.
\textsuperscript{25} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{26} Kennedy, D. 2006.
\textsuperscript{27} Heller, T. et al (Eds.) Winter 2010.
A Pro-Disability Philosophy

The aging of the I/DD population has broad implications in addition to end-of-life planning, including the needs of planning for retirement, assistive technology, home modifications and other supports for healthy aging. These life transitions must be grounded in a pro-disability attitude. End-of-life planning in particular must be based on the understanding that each person has the right to life despite any level of disability, and people with disabilities are equally entitled to pursue curative interventions as people without chronic disabilities. Clinicians should be aware of their own lack of experience with the population and biases in assessing quality of life, understanding that people with disabilities are able to lead fulfilling lives that are cherished by themselves and those who love them. Surrogate healthcare decisions, when needed, should be made by caregivers who know the patient well and attempt to view quality of life from the patient’s perspective. King, Janicki et al of the Last Passages Advisory Council have written on the philosophy and recommendations for end-of-life care for people with I/DD, outlining a number of key principles:

- Healthcare providers must recognize the difference between disability management and prolonging the end of life; the distinction between living with a chronic disability and terminal illness.
- Exercising healthcare decisions and planning for end-of-life care should be an on-going activity in a person’s life that begins well in advance of a terminal illness.
- Conservators and substituted decision-makers should be encouraged to make decisions in advance of a critical incident in order to make sound decisions.
- For decision-making to be meaningful, individuals and their families must be provided with the training and support they need to make decisions and choices.
- People with I/DD should not be excluded from understanding death and the opportunity to participate in the rituals of death, such as attending funerals, visiting a cemetery where someone loved is buried, or planning and participating in a memorial service for a friend or relative.
- People with I/DD should be taught skills associated with comforting and recognizing and dealing with grief.

---


• People with I/DD must have access to the full range of end-of-life care options available to the general community, including the right to high-quality health care, palliative care, hospice, home health, family support and spiritual comfort.

• People with I/DD must have their pain recognized and treated appropriately; providers need specialized pain management training for the population, and family members and providers should communicate with physicians about an individual's pain, especially when the person is not fully able to communicate.

• The right to die at home should include supportive living residences and group homes.
Legal Issues

“When you’re talking about a conservatorship you’re talking about limiting somebody’s civil rights. All options should be explored before considering that alternative.”

– Stephen Dale, Attorney

Prior to the late 1970’s, conservatorship of people with intellectual and developmental disabilities was the norm, a widespread practice that was done swiftly with little due process. Securing a conservatorship cost about $50 and included neither a hearing nor legal notification.\(^{31}\) The process of conservatorship of people with I/DD was the same as that for general conservatorship, and was often in the context of institutionalization, which was viewed as the standard of care for the population.

One of the profound consequences of the wholesale appropriation of people’s rights was on medical decision-making, leading to widespread involuntary sterilization. In 1909 California passed the first sterilization law, which was expanded in 1913 and 1917 to include a wider range of people, particularly those with disabilities. In 1927 the United States Supreme Court decision *Buck v. Bell* upheld the practice of forced sterilization, and between 1909 - 1964, 20,108 people were recorded as being sterilized in California. This is thought to be a conservative estimate. Sixty percent (60%) of these were deemed mentally ill and 35% were considered mentally “deficient.”\(^{32}\)

There was no legal mechanism to challenge a sterilization order, no written notification of the person or family, and no hearing process. Sonoma State Home performed more sterilizations on people with mental disabilities than any other institution in the world prior to 1942, and in 1950 alone sterilized 5,500 patients.\(^{33}\) These involuntary surgeries were done on the authorization of the Board of Trustees and a clinical psychologist. Researchers report that Sonoma also conducted dangerous tests and trials on patients into the 1960’s.\(^{34}\)

---

\(^{31}\) Dale, Stephen. *Limited Conservatorships for persons with developmental disabilities*. Retrieved on 5/20/14 from [http://m.youtube.com/watch?index=1&list=UUdI0qBR1ye456XoU_Ok8V6g&feature=plcp&v=qUskbE6kDS0](http://m.youtube.com/watch?index=1&list=UUdI0qBR1ye456XoU_Ok8V6g&feature=plcp&v=qUskbE6kDS0).


\(^{33}\) Ibid.

\(^{34}\) Ibid.
sterilization became illegal in California in 1979; today it requires a court order for a person with I/DD to be sterilized.\(^{35}\)

By the 1970’s pressure against these conditions and against institutionalization in general precipitated change, led by families of people with I/DD. They advocated for the passage of the Lanterman Act in 1969 to establish a system of services that would provide for independence and support for living in the community. In the late 1970’s a series of reforms was instituted to the conservatorship process, intended to create due process and protect the rights of conserved persons. In 1977 the position of court investigator was created, and courts received authority to appoint an attorney to represent proposed conservatees.\(^{36}\) In 1980, California established the “Limited Conservatorship” specifically for adults with I/DD.

**Overview of Conservatorships**

There are several types of conservatorship in California: conservatorships of the person, and in a separate category, conservatorships of the estate. Among conservatorships of the person, there are four types.\(^{37}\) General conservatorship is aimed at adults who cannot take care of themselves;\(^{38}\) Limited Conservatorship for adults with I/DD; and Lanterman-Petris-Short (LPS) conservatorships for involuntary psychiatric care. LPS conservatorships can only be initiated by a local government agency. Temporary conservatorships of up to 30 days are available for emergency situations, but these have become increasingly rare as court funding issues have created difficulties in accessing them. General, limited and temporary conservatorships are based in the California Probate Code (“Probate conservatorships.”) In California, “guardianship” refers to legal responsibility for a minor.

---


Figure 1: Types of Conservatorship in California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conservatorship of the Person</th>
<th>Conservatorship of the Estate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Conservatorship of the Person</td>
<td>General Conservatorship of the Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited Conservatorship of the Person</td>
<td>Limited Conservatorship of the Estate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Conservatorship of the Person</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPS Conservatorship for Psychiatric Care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many adults with I/DD do not have an estate, having income consisting only of Social Security Supplemental Security Income (SSI), which is normally managed by a representative payee. Assets held in the disabled person’s name can be disqualifying for public benefits such as SSI, Medi-Cal, and In-Home Supportive Services. In situations where adults with disabilities inherit money, it is common to establish a Special Needs Trust that can hold assets and distribute funds for essential needs, without interfering with qualification for public benefits. Sometimes conservatorships of the estate are granted even when the person has no assets.

Although Limited Conservatorships were designed and intended to be used for persons with I/DD, this type of conservatorship is not required in law for the population. A Regional Center reports that sometimes general conservatorships are initiated for their clients, creating confusion and requiring complex advocacy to inform the courts that the conservatorship is more appropriately of the limited type.39 Other informants note that some counties prefer a general conservatorship because it does not require a regional center report and the appointment of counsel for the proposed conservatee, which has financial implications for the court. A strong recommendation from several informants was that California law should require that any client of a Regional Center should qualify only for a Limited Conservatorship, rather than a general conservatorship.

Limited Conservatorship of the Person

While all conservatorships restrict personal liberties and take away fundamental rights, the intention of the Limited Conservatorship is to be highly individualized. According to conservatorship attorney Stephen Dale, Limited Conservatorships are intended to give “just the right amount of powers – not too much, not too little.” While the general conservatorship process begins with an assumption that all powers will be given and the judge may reserve

---

39 Use of general conservatorship for persons with I/DD varies significantly from county-to-county. Informants in Los Angeles say that it is rarely used, while an informant from Alta Regional Center in northern California estimates that up to 75% of clients are under a general rather than a Limited Conservatorship.
some rights as the process unfolds, Limited Conservatorship does not presume the disabled person is incompetent. Limited Conservatorships are designed to help persons with I/DD lead more independent, productive and normal lives, and the disabled person retains all legal and civil rights except for those the court specifically grants to the conservator. It requires consideration of the person’s abilities in seven fundamental areas, and awards the conservator rights to just those powers where the person needs assistance.

The seven powers of Limited Conservatorship are:

- The right to select the residence of the disabled person;
- The right to access confidential records and papers;
- The right to consent or withhold consent for marriage;
- The right to contract;
- The right to give or withhold medical consent;
- The right to control social and sexual contacts;
- The right to make decisions concerning the disabled person’s education.

In addition, certain powers are restricted. A limited conservator may not commit a person to a locked psychiatric facility without a separate LPS conservatorship, may not authorize psychosurgery (lobotomy), treatment with experimental drugs, electroshock treatment, abortion, permanent sterilization (without a court order) or assisted suicide or euthanasia.

The “mere diagnosis” of a mental or physical disorder is not enough to establish “unsound mind or lack of capacity to do a certain act.” Capacity to give or refuse informed consent for medical treatment, for example, means the person can respond knowingly and intelligently to queries about the proposed treatment, can participate in the treatment process through rational thought, and can also understand the fundamentals of medical treatment. This includes understanding the nature and seriousness of the illness and recommended treatment, the probable degree and benefits of treatment, the consequences of lack of treatment and the nature, risks and benefits of alternatives.

---

Any adult may petition to establish a Limited Conservatorship, including the spouse of the disabled person, a relative, any interested public officer or employee of an interested public agency, or any other interested person or friend. There is a natural preference for a family member, but it can be anyone except for the supervising healthcare provider or an employee of the healthcare institution or facility where the person is receiving care, unless that person is a relative.44 A Public Guardian may serve as a limited conservator if there is no other available, although some counties preclude the Public Guardian’s office from doing Limited Conservatorships because of resource constraints. Co-conservators may also be appointed. When there are two conservators, decisions must be made by consensus, and when there are more than two, decisions are made by majority. The job of a limited conservator is to secure all needed habilitation or treatment, medical and psychological services, education, training, social and vocational opportunities and to assist the disabled person to develop maximum self-reliance and independence in the least restrictive manner.45

Limited Conservatorships involve a number of discrete steps. A recent report, Justice Denied: How California’s Limited Conservatorship System is Failing to Protect the Rights of People with Developmental Disabilities by the Disability & Abuse Project of Spectrum Institute,46 provides a general outline of the transactions associated with Limited Conservatorships. It is important to note that approved procedures vary in each jurisdiction based on local court processes, but this is an outline of an ideal process:

- A parent, family member or interested party may file a petition for Limited Conservatorship with the Probate Court. A copy of the petition is given to the person with a disability, close relatives and the Regional Center.

- The court will appoint a court investigator, who is an employee of the court. The investigator visits the home of the disabled person and conducts an in-person interview, reviews psychological and medical records and determines the level of disability and the extent to which the person can make major life decisions.

- The investigator files a confidential report with the court and serves a copy on parties to the case. Any interested party, such as another family member, can object to the need for a conservatorship or to the assessment of the level of the disabled person’s incapacity.

- The Regional Center is notified that the client is the subject of a Limited Conservatorship proceeding. The law requires the Regional Center to assess the capacities of the client to

---

44 Ibid.
make major life decisions and to make a confidential report to the court, and to file this report within 30 days. 47

- The court appoints a private attorney to represent the disabled person. Proposed conservatees are constitutionally entitled to a court-appointed attorney if they cannot afford to hire one.

- The person requesting to be conservator files paperwork with the court acknowledging the duties of a conservator and the rights of the disabled person. The court investigator, the disabled person’s attorney and the Regional Center all file reports with the court, which are served on the parties to the case.

- The opinion of the proposed conservatee is sought. If s/he has an opinion about who the conservator should be, the court considers that. 48

- Once all paperwork has been filed, the proposed conservator and the disabled person appear before the judge. This usually occurs 60 – 90 days after the petition is filed. The person with a disability must attend unless a doctor certifies that s/he cannot because of medical reasons. 49 The judge may ask questions of the person, and then enters an order granting the petition. A party who disagrees with the judgment may file a notice of appeal.

- Unless someone has filed an objection requesting a hearing, the case is ready for resolution. The Probate Court is a “Court of Equity,” a court where a commonsense decision prevails in a more informal environment than that of a criminal court. 50

- In the case of an objection, the judge hears the contested issues and then enters a judgment. One review of court records in Los Angeles found in that county, objections are filed in only 2% of cases and appeals are virtually non-existent.

- One year later, the court investigator visits the conservatee to check on his or her welfare, filing a confidential annual report with the court. Thereafter, the court investigator is required to conduct reviews and file a confidential biennial report. The Limited Conservatorship remains “open” for the conservatee’s lifetime.

- In any open case, the conservatee or conservator can file a supplemental petition at any time, and anyone can send a letter to the judge if they feel the conservatee is being

49 Ibid.
50 Ibid.
mistreated. If a supplemental petition or complaint is filed, the court can order another investigation or can appoint an attorney to represent the conservatee. A hearing can be held and an appeal can be filed.\(^{51}\)

**How Many DDS Consumers Are Conserved and Who Are Their Conservators?**

In considering the extent of conservatorship of adults with I/DD in California and the impact of conservatorship on healthcare decision-making, it is useful to quantify the number of persons under conservatorship, and who serves as conservators. The California Department of Developmental Services (DDS) provides the following information regarding the legal status of consumers in its system:

**Figure 2: Legal Status of DDS Consumers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Status</th>
<th>Age 18+ yrs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Conservator</td>
<td>100,979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent or Relative</td>
<td>25,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has Conservator - not DDS</td>
<td>11,597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has Conservator - not DDS (Public Guardian)</td>
<td>871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (Has Conservator, Such as Private Conservator) conservator</td>
<td>791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward of Court</td>
<td>522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of DDS</td>
<td>511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Center Director</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscoded</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL ADULT CLIENTS</strong></td>
<td><strong>141,284</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: California Department of Developmental Services, July 2014*

According to this data, the vast majority of adults with I/DD in California are not under conservatorship (100,979 persons, or 71%). A parent or relative serves as conservator for 18%, and another 8% have a non-DDS, non-relative conservator. The data specifies that 871 people statewide have a Public Guardian as conservator and a small number are a ward of the Court, or have DDS or a Regional Center director serving as their conservator.

\(^{51}\) With the exception of separately footnoted items above, this section is excerpted from: Coleman, T. 2014. pp. 12-14.
There are limitations to this data. DDS relies on self-report of the Regional Centers and is not able to definitively confirm that statewide the data are being uniformly reported.\(^5^2\) For example, they are not able to distinguish the difference Regional Centers are reporting between the category “Has Conservator – Not DDS” and “Other (Has Conservator, Such as Private Conservator).” They also allow that despite the fact that there is a discrete category for “Public Guardian,” there may be additional clients who are served by a Public Guardian but who are being reported in another category. Finally, they do not have data on the number of clients who have both a Limited Conservatorship and an LPS conservatorship for psychiatric treatment, information that would red-flag a potentially vulnerable subset of the population.

Nevertheless, several useful trends can be discerned. A large majority of adults with I/DD in California retain their civil rights to make decisions, presumably relying on supportive decision-making when needed. Predictably, among those under conservatorship, the largest category has a relative who serves as conservator. And a small number of people have a non-relative conservator, Public Guardian or DDS serving as their conservator. These findings can be of assistance in focusing public policy efforts.

**Critiques of the Limited Conservatorship Process**

Attention has begun to focus on Limited Conservatorships and how they operate, raising concerns that they do not function as intended. There was strong feedback from informants involved in conservatorship about the negative impact of California’s diminished funding of both the courts and the Regional Centers. One described the court-funding crisis in particular as resulting in “chaos” in court processes. Several attorneys also believe that cuts to Regional Centers have diminished the assessment of the disabled person’s capacities. They believe that Regional Center assessments have become less individualized and more pro-forma,\(^5^3\) with boilerplate language submitted in many cases rather than accurate personalized reporting on client capacity in each of the seven powers. Other informants identify a lack of training and knowledge of the population amongst attorneys and court officials as a complicating factor. And while there are differences of opinion about the location of the dysfunction and how it is evidenced within the system, there is widespread agreement that lack of proper oversight and remediation are difficulties in cases where conservatorships are bad. Informants report that this is a significant problem that is hard to remedy, with serious consequences for vulnerable

---

\(^5^2\) State staff, California Department of Developmental Services, personal communication, 7/15/14.

\(^5^3\) Attorneys felt that courts often disregard Regional Center assessments because they feel that these reports are “canned” rather than personalized. However, Disability Rights California (DRC) states that some courts, particularly in the Los Angeles area, disregard Regional Center reports even when they are individualized and high-value. The seven Los Angeles Regional Center Directors have met with the Probate court about the tendency to “rubber stamp” conservatorships regardless of the content of Regional Center reports, but DRC sees no discernible changes in court process.
conservatees. All informants saw funding cuts as a core contributor to these problems and stated that they cannot be resolved without an appropriate level of funding for both systems.

Informants also provided feedback that there are many instances where the ideal process and legal requirements are not implemented. Copies of the petition are not always provided to the person with a disability and close relatives. One informant reports never having seen a court investigator review psychological and medical records as part of the process. One stated that disabled persons are frequently not in attendance at the court hearing even though they are medically able to attend, and proposed conservatees are rarely consulted about who should be appointed as conservator. Informants noted that annual or biennial in-person visits to the conservatee to check on their welfare only occur rarely, and reported that the initial in-person interview with the court investigator is often conducted without privacy, in the presence of the parent or potential conservator, thereby making it difficult for the disabled person to provide candid information.

In addition, there was concern expressed about conflict of interest issues that may arise when DDS or a Regional Center director serve as conservator under the process set forth in Health & Safety Code § 416 et seq. When DDS is appointed conservator, the Regional Center is delegated to carry out these duties. However, the Regional Center is also the funder or purchaser of services for the disabled person. When a parent or other individual serves as conservator, one of the responsibilities is to attend the IPP process and advocate and negotiate for the services that the disabled person needs. Examples of services that might be negotiated in the IPP process include applied behavioral analysis, anesthetic dentistry, occupational or speech therapy, or other types of services. When the Regional Center serves the dual role of conservator as well as the payor for services, there is an inherent conflict of interest that does not necessarily serve the interests of the disabled person and fully meet his or her needs.

The Justice Denied report outlines some additional ways that problems have manifested in the Limited Conservatorship process. Utilizing a review of Limited Conservatorship cases in the Los Angeles Superior Court, the report sees that the following problems have occurred.

First, there are too few court investigators to carry out the work. The law requires a court investigator to conduct investigations on all initial petitions, conduct an annual review one year later and a biennial investigation thereafter. One informant has called this investigation the

55 Coleman, T. 2014.
most important information in the Limited Conservatorship process. If there is a report of suspected abuse of a conservatee, that should also prompt an investigation. However, court investigators are paid by the court directly. Due to ongoing court funding constraints, an overwhelming caseload and consequent understaffing, the court investigator report appears to be frequently waived in Los Angeles, with substitution of the Regional Center report or the report of the attorney who serves as the conservatee’s court-appointed attorney, in place of the court investigator report.56

This approach diminishes the impartial investigation of the circumstances and appropriateness of the conservatorship, and also creates a conflict-of-interest for the court-appointed attorney, who is ethically obligated to represent the rights of the client rather than the interests of the court. As a result:

“The practice of waiving reports from court investigators, and substituting PVP [attorney] reports instead, has the effect of turning attorneys who should be advocates into de facto court investigators, thus creating conflicts of interest, breaching client confidentiality, and diminishing the prospect that attorneys will provide effective assistance of counsel.”57

Another issue called out is that in its minimal training, the Los Angeles Court gives court-appointed attorneys instruction that if they disagree with the “stated wishes” of the client, they should advocate for what they believe are the client’s best interests.58 While project informants point out that experienced conservatorship attorneys understand the duty to represent the proposed conservatee as specified in the Probate Code, this report concludes that such instructions can result in attorneys acting as de-facto guardians ad litem, advocating for what they believe are the best interests of the client rather than advocating for what the client expressly wants.59 That outcome does not appear to be consistent with the intention and purpose of the Limited Conservatorship process.

In addition, Limited Conservatorships are sometimes granted when the Regional Center report has not even been filed. Even when they are filed, these reports lack criteria and guidelines to make standardized and valid assessments of client capacities.60 Furthermore, ongoing biennial

56 Ibid, p. 25.
57 Ibid, p. 27.
58 Ibid, p. 63.
59 Ibid, p. 27.
60 Ibid, p. 28.
investigations by the court investigator, required by state law, do not appear to be occurring in Los Angeles.\textsuperscript{61} Informants to this project report this lapse is occurring in other counties as well.

The \textit{Justice Denied} report finds, and informants to the current study concur, that education about the I/DD population as well as about the conservatorship process itself, are severely lacking. Courts and attorneys need better education about the population, including the requirement and importance of providing reasonable accommodations under the Americans with Disabilities Act, in order for disabled persons to be able to communicate their views and wishes in the process.\textsuperscript{62} Parents and other potential conservators who file petitions need training about the conservatorship process and the duties and responsibilities of conservators, including the responsibility to take the disabled person’s wishes into account even when they are conserved. All parties need better information about supported decision-making and appropriate alternatives to conservatorship.\textsuperscript{63} Finally, neither the Department of Developmental Services nor a client rights advocacy agency has a formalized role in monitoring the Limited Conservatorship process.\textsuperscript{64}

Although some of these findings may be unique to Los Angeles County, many appear to have validity in other counties. As far as we are aware there is no quantitative study of the outcomes of Limited Conservatorships across the state of California; however, differing county-to-county processes are a significant problem in the applicability of statewide legal standards and of equity across counties. Each county’s courts have differing policies and administration, which are often vastly different from one to the next.\textsuperscript{65} This issue of local differences has also been reported as problematic in the way that each county’s Adult Protective Services and Public Guardian’s offices interact with Limited Conservatorships, LPS conservatorships and issues of protection. El Dorado County for example will intervene in a case where a conservator is abusing a disabled person under his or her care, going so far as to become the limited conservator in order to protect the conservatee from further abuse or neglect. Other counties will not involve themselves. The variability in policies of locally administered agencies, both the courts and those under the domain of county boards of supervisors, vastly complicate the real-world outcomes of Limited Conservatorships and interventions in situations of abuse and neglect.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Ibid, p. 58.
\item The Dale Law Firm of Walnut Creek, California provides trainings of this nature for family members and other proposed conservators as a public service (\url{www.achievingindependence.com}). Bet Tzedek is an agency located in Los Angeles that provides free comprehensive legal services to low-income individuals, running a regular clinic that assists families who need a conservatorship (\url{http://www.bettzedek.org/services/guardianships-and-conservatorships/}). However, such services are neither mandated nor funded and appear to be unique in the state.
\item Coleman, T. 2014. p. 29.
\item This feedback came from a number of informants. See also: Drought, T. 2004. pp. 1, 5, 7.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
neglect involved with bad conservatorships,\textsuperscript{66} and deserve further study and recommendations for improvement.

People with intellectual and developmental disabilities have rights under both state and federal law that protect them in a variety of ways. Among these are the Lanterman Developmental Disabilities Services Act (Appendix C) located in California Welfare and Institutions Code. Section 4502 ensures the same legal rights and responsibilities guaranteed all other individuals by the United States Constitution and laws of the State of California, with protection against exclusion from participation, denial or discrimination under any program or activity that receives public funds. Section 4502.1 ensures the rights of individuals with I/DD to make choices about their own lives and requires public and private agencies to provide opportunities to exercise decision-making skills in any aspect of day-to-day living, provided in understandable form. Furthermore, Limited Conservatorship statutes require that under a conservatorship, the conservator is responsible to secure services which “will assist the limited conservatee in the development of maximum self-reliance and independence,”\textsuperscript{67} and reserves all rights not explicitly granted to a conservator for the disabled person. All of these laws are intentional in preserving the independence and choices of people with I/DD, and providing respect and protection for their decisions. How these laws are administered in practice, however, has a significant impact on the ability of a disabled person to exercise decisions in his or her day-to-day life.

\textsuperscript{66} This feedback received from a number of informants but most prominently from officials with Alta California Regional Center, located in northern California, who interact with many different counties in complex cases where a client has been abused or neglected. Staff, Alta California Regional Center, personal communication, 4/2/14.

“Improving practices becomes an imperative for survival.”

–Theresa Drought, PhD, RN, Bioethicist

The role of conservatorship is seen differently depending on the vantage point of the observer. Conservatorship attorneys express that it is an appropriate tool depending on unique circumstances and individual and family needs; neither good nor bad but sometimes necessary. They emphasize the importance of conservatorship in protecting vulnerable people from harm, exploitation and abuse. Regional Center informants who see many complex situations report that in some cases family members have been the ones abusing disabled adults, and have used their status as conservator to obstruct investigation and intervention by Adult Protective Services. On the other hand, a father whose son is conserved uses the authority of conservatorship to help stand on his son’s side and empower his wishes when service providers and social workers try to “browbeat” or coerce his son to do things that are not in his interest.

Data from DDS show that most adults with I/DD in California are not under a Limited Conservatorship: approximately 71% are not conserved; 18% have a relative as a conservator; 8% have someone else as conservator; and less than 2% have a Public Guardian, DDS, a Regional Center Director or are a ward of the court. This may be attributable to a number of factors, including the growing understanding of the importance of self-determination, the capacity of people with I/DD to make their own decisions and the role of appropriate supports in assisting them to do so. Conservatorship is also relatively expensive; depending on a number of factors, it can cost upwards of $5,000 to initiate and complete a conservatorship.68 The cost and complexity of the process require some consideration of how important it may be for a formal conservatorship to be initiated, rather than relying on less formal methods of decision-making and support.

However, there are drivers that tend to increase the use of conservatorship that are not uniquely tailored to the needs and capabilities of the person and careful consideration of costs versus benefits. One of these situations is at the point when a youth with I/DD turns 18. Although special education laws entitle him or her to remain in school, developing skills and abilities up until age 22, informants report that schools frequently tell parents that they “must” get a conservatorship for their child at age 18 in order for them to continue their education.

This statement is incorrect: conservatorship is not required – disabled students age 18 and over may sign a delegation of educational authority to allow their parents a continued role in educational decision-making. The other and most significant driver toward conservatorship is the complexity and demands of medical decision-making.

**Medical Decision-Making Drives Conservatorship**

Ironically, as the civil rights of persons with disabilities have advanced, institutionalization has been de-emphasized, and individual choice, independence and preferences have become better understood and accepted, a major federal policy initiative intended to offer privacy and protections has had the unintended consequence of increasing the need for conservatorship. The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) was established in 1996 with the purpose of improving portability and continuity of health insurance coverage using national standards for electronic data interchange. It also mandates strict standards for ensuring privacy, confidentiality and security of healthcare information.69

HIPAA has dramatically increased the need for conservatorships as hospitals, providers, schools and all other agencies with responsibility for its requirements must demand proper and formal authorization for sharing healthcare information. While there are other protections in state law that also deal with privacy,70 one attorney has called the comprehensive impact of HIPAA “a nice idea gone bad,” asserting that many families are driven to seek conservatorships because of HIPAA compliance purposes alone, rather than because of any other guidance the disabled person needs in his or her life. This informant estimates that HIPAA requirements are responsible for upwards of 50% of the conservatorships sought in the 25 jurisdictions in which he works.71

The most direct solution for HIPAA-compliant information-sharing is a HIPAA release of information authorization; however, for people with I/DD in particular, the matter is more complex. To give a release of information the disabled person must be deemed competent, and this becomes a minefield for families as every agency staff needing a release questions the competency of the disabled person to sign it, often based on whether the person has what is perceived to be “normal” appearance. Competency is not a matter of appearance, nor is it easily discerned by front-desk staff responsible for securing releases. Therefore, in order to navigate daily life, the disabled person and family must make some formalized arrangement for

---

69 Dale, Stephen. *Privacy issues for persons with developmental disabilities* (powerpoint presentation). Conveyed by personal communication on 11/15/13. This presentation does not appear to be online.
70 These include the California Constitution, Article 1, Section 1; the California Information Practices Act, Civil Code Section 1798 et seq.; and the Lanterman Developmental Disabilities Services Act, Welfare and Institution Code Section 4514.
healthcare information-sharing and when necessary, substituted decision-making. Securing a conservatorship so that a designated person is fully and easily authorized to give and receive healthcare information and make decisions is one solution to this dilemma. But there are alternatives.

Alternatives to Conservatorship for Healthcare Decisions

There are several alternatives to conservatorship for healthcare decision-making, including the use of an advance healthcare directive, petitioning the court for medical decision-making authority under the Probate Code, and utilizing the delegated authority of a Regional Center Director to the Regional Center Medical Director to authorize medical treatment.

Advance healthcare directives can be used when the person has capacity but needs help communicating or support in making decisions. (“Having capacity” means the person is competent to give or refuse informed consent for medical treatment – can respond knowingly and intelligently to queries about the proposed treatment, can participate in the treatment process through rational thinking, and can understand the fundamentals of medical treatment including understanding the nature and seriousness of the illness and recommended treatment, the probable degree and benefits of treatment, the consequences of lack of treatment and the nature, risks and benefits of alternatives.†) The directive allows the disabled person to appoint someone on their own behalf and, in concert with a HIPAA Release, can address healthcare decision-making.

However, there are considerations about using advance healthcare directives for this purpose:

- The person must have capacity to engage in discussion about medical treatment, decisions and their advance healthcare directive. This is usually determined by the primary care physician. An informant notes that it is important to staple the capacity determination to the advance healthcare directive so that they always go together.

- An advance healthcare directive is revoked the moment the disabled person disagrees with it. This can be an issue when anxiety about a medical treatment arises; for example, if the disabled person fears going to the dentist. If treatment is authorized by the appointee and the person balks at a procedure, the advance directive is revoked and has no force. This can present challenges in real-life situations.

When a disabled person does not have capacity to consent to a specific medical treatment, another alternative is the use of the court process under Probate Code 3200 et seq. This provision allows someone to petition the court to determine whether a patient lacks the capacity to make a decision about a specified treatment, and if so, designates someone to make the decision on the patient’s behalf. It can also be used to authorize treatment or non-treatment, including approving or disapproving diagnostic tests, surgical procedures and medications, selecting or discharging healthcare providers, and making a decision to provide, withhold or withdraw artificial nutrition and hydration and other forms of healthcare, including cardiopulmonary resuscitation. This process is used by hospitals when a person requiring treatment cannot make a medical decision. It is also significant because a petition can seek a court determination that the individual has capacity to make decisions in his or her own behalf, which would obviate the need for a substitute decision-maker.

But in a number of large California counties, Probate Code 3200 is not routinely used, and some counties will not accept a 3200 petition. In lieu of this process, Santa Clara, Los Angeles, San Diego and other counties utilize a policy based on the American Bar Association 2003 publication Incapacitated and Alone: Health Care Decision-Making for the Unbefriended Elderly. This report finds that solitary patients may be subject to overtreatment, undertreatment, or treatment that does not reflect their values or address their well-being. Policies based on this publication allow for a subcommittee of the bioethics committee either to make a decision and provide consent, or to provide oversight of the medical team and issue a review. The report quotes one hospital bioethicist as saying, “The single greatest category of problems we encounter are those that address the care of decisionally incapable patients . . . who have no living relative or friend who can be involved in the decision-making process. These are the most vulnerable patients because no one cares deeply if they live or die.” The Bar Association report advances workable solutions to preserve the rights and improve the outcomes for solitary patients. Policies based on Incapacitated and Alone are intended to provide a

76 Ibid.
mechanism to address healthcare decisions for those without capacity or an advance healthcare directive or a substituted decision-maker in place at the end of life.\textsuperscript{77}

Another healthcare decision-making alternative is the authority of the Regional Center director utilized along with the resources of the IPP process. Under Welfare and Institutions Code 4655, the director of a Regional Center or his designee (usually the Medical Director) may give consent to medical, dental and surgical treatment of a client if there is not a “legally authorized” person or if that person does not respond within a reasonable timeframe to give consent.\textsuperscript{78} If the disabled person is not conserved, such consent may be given only if s/he is incapable of giving consent. This authority can be used in cases where the person lacks capacity. Regional Center processes differ, but in some cases, specific health services can be specified in the IPP process and the Regional Center Medical Director would have the authority to authorize them.\textsuperscript{79} Considerations include:

- The IPP process works better with specifics. Instead of saying, “Ms. Smith shall be healthy,” it should provide details about the health care Ms. Smith requires to ensure the goal is met.

- While in some cases this may be a viable option, each Regional Center Medical Director has responsibility for thousands of clients and is unlikely to know each in person. In non-emergency situations, there may be a significant lapse in time before authorization can be secured. So, for cases where the person has chronic, fragile or rapidly evolving conditions, this process may not be best.

Explaining the alternatives to conservatorship for healthcare decision-making is not, by itself, a full solution. A conservatorship attorney who works with low-income families reports that tension often exists between parents and Regional Centers; families see conservatorship as a means of empowerment when Regional Centers are not responsive and do not give them a “say” in the type of services they receive. For these families, conservatorship can be seen as a strategy to navigate complex systems and advocate for services their loved one needs. This can be especially important for undocumented families. One measure intended to address this concern is SB 468 (Emmerson), passed in 2013. This bill requires DDS to apply for federal funding.

\textsuperscript{77} See Santa Clara County Medical Association Recommendation for establishing policy on health care decisions for incapacitated patients without surrogates. February 2001. \url{http://www.sccma-mcms.org/Portals/19/assets/docs/No%20Surrogate%20Final.pdf}.

\textsuperscript{78} California Welfare and Institutions Code 4655. Retrieved on 7/5/14 from \url{http://law.onecle.com/california/welfare/4655.html}.

\textsuperscript{79} At one Regional Center, medical, dental or surgical services require separate authorization for each instance of treatment on an as-needed basis. Staff, Alta California Regional Center, personal communication, 8/22/14.
funding by December 31, 2014, in order to implement a state Self-Determination program. The program would provide consumers and their families with an individual budget designed to increase flexibility and choice and provide greater control over decisions, resources, services and supports for Regional Center clients. If federal funding is approved, the program would be phased in over three years, eventually becoming available system-wide to all eligible Regional Center consumers who wish to participate.

**End-of-Life Planning and Palliative Care**

End-of-life planning is an ongoing series of choices, guided by values and life experiences about desired treatments, locations and experience of the quality of life at the end of life. The process of advance care planning educates patients about the expected course of their disease and solicits individual preferences about care, including potential interventions they may receive such as cardiopulmonary resuscitation, mechanical ventilation or artificial nutrition. A patient may authorize some interventions and preclude others – advance care planning is tailored to individual preferences and desires. It may include discussion of the patient’s spiritual values, people to be included in the process, and the place as well as circumstances under which the person wishes to die. It typically designates a substituted decision-maker to make medical decisions for the patient when s/he is no longer able to do so. The patient’s choices are formalized through an advance healthcare directive (also known as a Living Will, Medical Power of Attorney or Power of Attorney for Healthcare). A Physician Order for Life Sustaining Treatment (POLST) is a more specific document that translates the patient’s choices into a set of medical orders written by a physician. By means of an advance directive or POLST, a patient can prohibit aggressive resuscitation attempts in circumstances where s/he is nearing natural death.

Palliative care addresses serious illness, including terminal illness, and is an option that people may choose when making end-of-life decisions. While emergency healthcare responses focus first on sustaining life regardless of the burden of the treatment, palliative care is specialized medical care for people with serious illness. It provides patients with expert symptom management for relief of pain, fatigue, nausea, loss of appetite, constipation, shortness of breath, difficulty sleeping, pain and other symptoms. It supports family members and

---


81 A POLST allows a person to say both what they do want as well as what they do not want, whereas a Do Not Resuscitate (DNR) order specifies only what a person does not want.

82 Center to Advance Palliative Care. 2012.

83 For further details about the differences between advance directives and POLST, the specific purpose and utility of each and how they work together, see [http://med.fsu.edu/userFiles/file/POLST%20article%20by%20Dr%20Dan%20Doty.pdf](http://med.fsu.edu/userFiles/file/POLST%20article%20by%20Dr%20Dan%20Doty.pdf).
caregivers as well as the patient, and addresses the stress associated with serious illness. Palliative care provides extra time for communication and assistance in navigating the healthcare system, and helps people in practical ways to carry on with daily life, get through medical treatments, better understand their condition and make proactive decisions about their care. Palliative care is provided by a team including physicians, nurses, social workers, pharmacists, nutritionists, massage therapists and other professionals in a variety of settings including homes, hospitals, outpatient clinics, hospices and long-term care facilities. It is appropriate for a variety of conditions including cancer, cardiac disease, respiratory disease, kidney failure, Alzheimer’s disease, HIV/AIDS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and others, and can be provided at any stage of illness along with curative treatments.  

Advance care planning involves understanding the risks and burdens of treatment in order to make meaningful choices. Because people with I/DD often experience difficulties in comprehending new or complex information or learning new skills, advance care planning for people with I/DD requires an emphasis on education, communication and skills development about health care, palliative care and end-of-life decision-making. There are a number of barriers to quality health care and planning for people with I/DD, including:

- Negative health impacts of suboptimal nutrition, limited exercise and underutilization of health screening;
- Communication barriers that lead to more advanced presentation of illness before discovery;
- Lack of clarity of goals and poor definition of authorized decision-makers who can act on the patient’s behalf;
- Impact of denying people with I/DD opportunities for appropriate bereavement, knowledge of death of caregivers and loved ones and exclusion from rituals of death and dying;
- Lack of understanding of illness or misinterpretation of treatments “as punishment for wrong-doing;”
- Compromised symptom assessment and provider misunderstanding of somatic presentation of symptoms.

Providing effective palliative and supportive care for people with I/DD includes working with caregivers to maximize time in familiar surroundings, communicating in ways that are understandable to the patient, and symptom management that includes a focus on patterns of distress. It should also include thorough physical examinations, prudent use of diagnostic

84 Center to Advance Palliative Care. 2012.
testing, and use of comfort medications. “Trial and error with constant monitoring of adverse medication effects” is often seen as necessary.87

Clearly defining the risks and benefits of treatment so that the disabled person can make choices is essential to the process of care. Important considerations include whether treatments will be understood, whether the patient can comply with therapy, undue pain that may result from treatment, impacts to quality of life and usual routine and whether remission can be sustained long enough to justify the duration and side effects of therapy.88 Clear and ongoing communication is necessary so that the disabled person understands these issues and can express wishes and desires about treatment.

Bioethicists have defined a standard “stepwise” approach to making crucial healthcare decisions when the patient lacks capacity, beginning with reliance on an advance directive. Optimally, the patient has defined choices about end-of-life care that will guide decisions. In the absence of an advance directive, the concept of substituted decision-making comes into play – a chosen surrogate speaks for what the patient would have wanted. Finally, if neither of these is available, the standard that is relied upon is the “best interests” of the person.89 Informants to this project who are involved in end-of-life decisions emphasized that it is an ongoing process: It is “not a recipe and not a cookbook,” but rather a fluid and rapidly evolving series of events and decisions that can address various contingencies. It is a plan of treatment rather than a discrete event.90

Bioethicists also note that acute care settings are different than community settings, having their own processes, culture, regulatory framework and rapid timeframes in which decisions must be made. Doctors need training to talk to people about the end of life. In general, people greatly underestimate the complexities of the process and the reality of moving from the hypothetical to the real. “What cognitive capacity you have is the first thing hit when you are seriously ill; the second thing hit is emotional capacity.” This occurs in a context where decisions must be made very quickly. “When capacity is compromised and lost, complicated systems of supported decision-making will break-down because of the immediacy of concerns.” While a bioethics committee can be seen as a meaningful process to provide ethical guidance and decisions for those without capacity, an advance directive or a substituted decision-maker, one informant stated that “Not all bioethics committees are created equal,” and there is little

87 Ibid, p. 2.  
research into what makes a good bioethics process. People may or may not be well-served when a bioethics committee makes end-of-life decisions on their behalf. Knowledge, preparation and planning are essential to prepare for the eventuality of the end of life.

Meaningful end-of-life decision making, then, depends first on patient understanding and formal expression of choices, and then on effective substituted decision-making that can respond to unique developing circumstances. Too often for people with I/DD, these steps break down.

**Breakdowns in the Medical Decision-Making Process**

Because the end of life involves an ongoing series of events and decisions, substituted decision-making is typically an important factor for all populations, and the unique needs and complex barriers to good health care for people with I/DD amplify this issue. One critical matter for persons with I/DD involve the weakness of substituted judgment as well as shared decision-making in general.

*Substituted judgment* occurs when a delegated authority is authorized to make decisions on the principal’s behalf, while *supported decision-making* elicits the wishes of the principal and provides support so that s/he can understand and make choices. *Shared decision-making* is a practice similar to supported decision-making that shares many of its attributes, used in healthcare to promote patient self-determination. It involves an interactive process in which both the physician and patient participate in decisions about treatment. The ideal process for shared decision-making was articulated by the President’s Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Health Care and Biomedical and Behavioral research in 1982:

> “The physician brings his or her expertise on matters of diagnosis, prognosis, treatment and therapeutic alternatives, likelihood of success, and what to expect. The patient brings his or her expertise of living in the body being treated, as well as his or her values, spirituality, past experience, future goals, and personal orientation toward risk and life. The two, in negotiation, arrive at a mutually acceptable plan for care.”

First, the physician role in advising on these issues depends very much on his or her experience with the person and understanding of issues of I/DD. However, physicians have “little insight into the patient’s conception of what constitutes quality of life,” and according to both the literature and project informants, this is particularly true for people with I/DD. Research also shows that people’s wishes with regard to life-saving treatment change over time. This

---
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indicates the need for continuing planning and dialogue – specifying wishes in an advance directive should not be a one-time event, but an ongoing process. In addition, surrogate decisions have only been found to be an exact match for what the person would want for themselves 68% of the time; despite this, it is important to a majority of people that family members and physicians have input into their care. This is because studies have shown that the patient is less concerned that the surrogate represents his or her exact wishes than that s/he be allowed to decide what is right in the moment. This relies on “trust and the symbolism of the relationship – that the surrogate will care what happens to the person and so will make the best decision possible.”

This inference that a surrogate/substituted decision-maker will care is central. It is a standard that is hard to quantify as a matter of rights or procedures. While a conservator who is not acting in the best interests of a conservatee can and should be reported to the Probate court, real-world examples of poor end-of-life experiences for persons with I/DD occur. The situations encountered by the Coalition for Compassionate Care of California that precipitated this inquiry were validated by informants – there are instances where disabled people are “treated to death” against their wishes, are frightened or in pain or are cut off from people important to them at the end of their lives. An RN informant has seen these issues occur “very frequently.” One Regional Center official said, “We do not see a lot of cases like this, but I believe that they happen and could tell you far ahead of time the people that it is likely to happen to.” A Medical Director of a Regional Center expressed concern that financial interests of the disabled person’s family sometimes influence end-of-life choices – that decisions to end life are driven in some instances because of a financial incentive of a will or trust, and conversely that the end of life is painfully prolonged, solely because a family depends on the disabled person’s public benefits check, including income earned by family members for providing In-Home Supportive Services to the disabled person. Reporting these issues to Adult Protective Services has not been an effective intervention because none constitutes financial abuse, per se. Three medical professionals involved with the population also report that providers often misunderstand quality of life among the I/DD population and sometimes devalue their lives, resulting in physician advice to withhold interventions that would be seen as appropriate treatment to offer a non-disabled person.

In addition to these serious concerns, there is an array of complex medical/legal issues that arise from end-of-life decisions where a clear advance directive and a caring substituted decision-maker are not in place. These problems are especially pressing for individuals who are publicly conserved. The Public Guardian (PG) is hampered in substituted decision-making first

---

because s/he may have little or no information about the patient’s wishes, and second because “a caring relationship with the patient in the manner of a family or friend” is lacking.  

Although DDS data shows that currently only a small number of people fall into this category – 871 people statewide are reported to have a PG serving as their conservator – the department acknowledges that this number may be underreported. In addition, the aging of family members who traditionally fulfill the role of supportive decision-maker or conservator means that as the I/DD population ages, their natural family supports are likely to diminish and more will become reliant on public conservatorship.

The complexity and increased risk for publicly conserved individuals merit particular attention to their well-being across the lifespan and especially at the end of life. The problems they face were outlined in a 2004 report *Medical Decision Making for Publicly Conserved Individuals: Policy Recommendations* by Theresa Drought, PhD, RN, who is now Director of Medical Bioethics at Kaiser Permanente, Woodland Hills. This report summarizes four key areas of breakdown in the medical decision making process between physicians and the PG:

- **Documentation requirements**, especially where there is no advance directive or where it is not available when needed. In addition, obtaining the extensive documentation required for a court hearings about end-of-life decisions is extremely challenging in fluid, ambiguous and rapidly evolving situations.
- **Timely communication** back and forth between the PG and medical providers.
- **Distrust and lack of understanding about respective roles**, especially in that the physician and the PG both feel decisions are made by the other party to shift or avoid liability.
- **Misperceptions and Disagreements** over legal requirements and county differences in the application of laws.

The details of this report provide a useful blueprint for policy improvement and deserve further consideration in understanding and improving the specific conditions of persons with I/DD who are publicly conserved. The report provides an outline for practice improvements to the decision-making process so that it will be more person-centered, work more effectively and achieve better outcomes for the person and the system. These improvements involve better communication, collaboration and increasing understanding of roles and the regulatory and practice conditions under which both physicians and Public Guardians operate (see Appendix D: *Policy Recommendations for Improved Medical Decision-Making for Publicly Conserved Individuals*).

---
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A key challenge to making improvements to processes of medical decision-making for the publicly conserved is the fact that Public Guardians (as well as courts) are locally administered, and each county and jurisdiction interprets and implements laws and policies differently. Drought comments, “The extreme variation in practices noted across counties seems to exceed what the ambiguities in the law might suggest.”98 Another informant stated, “The interlocking gears of these systems are not necessarily a good fit and at times create friction that is unbearable for the people who are caught in it.” The Legislature and DDS have an interest in making these gears work more smoothly and ensuring that local policy is implemented with enough consistency so that clients of Regional Centers are protected and afforded the benefits of the Lanterman Act, no matter in which county they reside.

Puente Clinic San Mateo

Lack of understanding of people with I/DD, systems that do not work together, shifting risk back and forth, and difficulties navigating the complexities of both the legal and healthcare systems are contributors to poor outcomes as people with disabilities age and transition to the end of life. However, there are opportunities to improve these underlying conditions and provide more effective supports for good health care across the lifespan. The Puente Clinic of San Mateo County offers one such model.99

The Puente Clinic is a program of the Behavioral Health and Recovery Services department of the San Mateo County health system. The clinic brings together collaborative resources of multiple agencies to address the most vulnerable persons with I/DD: those with co-occurring developmental disability and behavioral health conditions. The incidence of mental illness in persons with a developmental disability is three to five times greater than the general population, with approximately 20-25% of those with mild to moderate I/DD and nearly 50% of those with severe or profound I/DD having a co-occurring mental illness.100 The causes are not fully understood, but negative social conditions are thought to play a role in creating high levels of emotional distress, including segregation, stigma, bullying and abuse. The complexity of needs combined with lack of appropriate services and ineffective systemic coordination put these consumers at high risk for negative outcomes such as homelessness, incarceration and institutionalization. According to DDS, 60% of those institutionalized in state Developmental Centers have co-occurring I/DD and mental health disabilities.101

99 An overview of the Puente Clinic may be found at their website, http://smchealth.org/bhrs/providers/puente.
The Puente Clinic is a collaboration of San Mateo County Behavioral Health, the local Regional Center (Golden Gate Regional Center) and the Health Plan of San Mateo (HPSM). Clinic staff are not co-located but are provided by a partnership among these agencies. This structure allows the work of the clinic to be sustainable. The coordinated work with HPSM and the Regional Center is the core of the model, although the clinic also brings in Public Guardians, Adult Protective Services, older adult community resources and other local agencies involved in a consumer’s care. Efficiently combining a variety of human and fiscal resources, including the funding from California’s dual eligible demonstration, the Puente Clinic provides enhanced care coordination and specialized resources. The actual staff of the Puente Clinic consists of psychiatrists and a social worker. A nurse providing coordination for primary care comes from HPSM; a forensic social worker housed within the Regional Center performs capacity determinations. The majority of clients served by the Puente Clinic are not conserved, though Limited Conservatorship is an option should the need arise.

The Puente Clinic handles treatment consent with a process wherein the director of the regional center is the designated medical care signatory. Treatment consent occurs with the client, but is also reviewed by the Regional Center Medical Director and the behavioral health Medical Director or designee. The turn-around time for this review is one week.

The clinic provides one-time consultation, case coordination among all treating staff to plan for challenging circumstances, and continuing care services such as comprehensive mental health treatment and medication management. Services are provided in both the clinic and the consumer’s home and focus on persons entering the community after institutional placement or at risk for higher levels of care, psychiatric emergency responses and issues of complex diagnosis or polypharmacy. The Puente Clinic also provides specialty and dental services. It is able to organize an array of recovery-oriented and flexible strategies that can solve problems and successfully address forensic and other complex concerns with a person-centered approach. The following vignette featuring the Puente Clinic’s work illustrates how this model of intensive care coordination can address complex circumstances and improve health care and quality of life for people with I/DD.

**Vignette: Improved Health Care through Collaboration**

In July 2012, the Puente Clinic learned of a 58-year-old female (“Maria”) who had been admitted to Mills Peninsula Hospital for failure to thrive. Maria had been living with her mother and sister and, according to her sister, was happy and active, described as a “people person”
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102 Adapted from vignette provided by Dr. Chris Esguerra, who was then serving as Deputy Medical Director and Medical Chief of Adult Services for Behavioral Health and Recovery Services and oversaw the Puente Clinic. Personal communication, 10/3/13.
and a “go-getter.” However, after her mother died in July 2011, Maria had become very depressed, stopped eating and would only get out of bed to use the restroom. Her weight dropped from 210 lbs. to 128 lbs. Six months prior to coming to the attention of the Puente Clinic, she had been hospitalized and then transferred to Mills Peninsula Extended Care Facility, a skilled nursing facility (SNF). During the transfer, Maria told her sister that the paramedics had “tossed her around like a cat,” which caused her to fear falling and refuse to get out of bed. Maria had also undergone dental surgery that extracted 20 teeth, one week prior to hospitalization. After admission to the skilled nursing facility she underwent placement of a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) tube and declined to non-ambulatory status.

The family did not seek Regional Center services until after the death of Maria’s mother; Maria was made eligible for Regional Center services in April 2012. The case was referred to the Puente Clinic by a care coordination nurse case manager for Health Plan of San Mateo (HPSM), who contacted the Golden Gate Regional Center case manager and suggested a community placement in an Intermediate Care Facility (ICF). There were complications with the placement because of difficulties in sharing information between the ICF and the SNF, but the nurse case manager successfully navigated the placement. She then secured permission for the HPSM physician to follow Maria at home because of her fear of going out into the community, and worked closely with the Regional Center to get support in home day programming for Maria. Finally, she encouraged a referral to The Puente Clinic to obtain mental health services.

The Puente Clinic psychiatrist met with Maria at her home for an assessment, spoke at length on the phone with the client’s sister for collaborative information and determined that there was no previous psychiatric history. He adjusted Maria’s medications and consulted with the clinic behaviorist to formulate a plan for gradual exposure to strengthen the client, with a goal of addressing Maria’s anxiety about falling and helping her to move toward ambulation. He also recommended the involvement of the Center for Behavioral Education and Management, a behavioral crisis intervention team, to address the client’s generalized fears and assist in transitioning the client to attend a day program. Psychotherapy with a Puente clinician was also recommended.

A Puente Clinic therapist conducted a psychotherapy assessment of Maria in her home. In consultation with staff from the home, the therapist learned that Maria appeared more depressed on cloudy days and that she had experienced the loss of a sibling in the fall season. Light therapy was considered but light therapy medical devices are not currently covered by the Medi-Cal program.103 The client was unable to respond verbally, so talk therapy was not seen as
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103 An informant from Disability Rights California notes that a Regional Center could potentially pay for this type of equipment.
beneficial. Instead, considering that the client’s symptoms were significantly organized around somatic responses, the Puente team decided that Somatic therapy might be helpful.

Somatic therapy, also known as body psychology, combines traditional psychological practice with understanding the critical role of the body in the construction and interpretation of the human psyche. Premised on unity and holism, it eliminates the distinction between the mind and body and assists clients to recognize and explore how they use their body to enact self-regard, identity, emotions, and relational connectivity in their daily, lived experience. Somatic therapy is especially useful in helping clients expand ranges of expression and it promotes integration of changes clients work toward in therapy.

The somatic therapist was successful in engaging Maria by responding empathetically to facial cues, playing games and prompting and encouraging her to respond verbally. They engaged in collaborative play designed to elicit and access language, using a book on friendship and reading the book together. She also used mindfulness, communication worksheets, drawing and singing to draw Maria out. Through these approaches, the therapist was able to elicit feelings from Maria regarding relationships, and Maria began to display confidence in engaging in relationship with the therapist. Her communication improved -- her enunciation became clearer, she was speaking more loudly and needed fewer prompts to speak.

During one of the therapist’s visits a doctor arrived to examine Maria, giving the therapist the opportunity to witness Maria’s intense fear and physical reaction to the doctor. The therapist provided calm and soothing support, staying with Maria during the doctor visit. She was able to convey to Maria that this was a different doctor than the one who had extracted her teeth, which calmed Maria immediately. This provided valuable information regarding the extent of the trauma Maria underwent with her previous medical procedures and helped to inform her treatment plan.

Since that time, Maria has made significant progress, attributable to the collaboration of the Puente Clinic, the Health Plan of San Mateo, the Regional Center and input and cooperation from Maria’s family and staff at the ICF. In Maria’s case, her health was significantly improved and a conservatorship was avoided, by means of advanced care coordination and specialized services.
Other Initiatives

Effective care coordination can improve health care and in some cases avoid unnecessary conservatorship and institutionalization by providing appropriate supports to meet the person’s needs. There are also initiatives that focus specifically on end-of-life planning that offer opportunities to support more person-centered care for people with I/DD at the end of life.

SB 1004 (2014) by Senator Ed Hernandez is a bill that requires the California Department of Health Care Services to request a federal Medicaid waiver to pilot and evaluate an adult palliative care benefit in the Medi-Cal program. Based on California’s successful pediatric palliative care program established in 2006, SB 1004 is intended to better address the preferences of adult patients facing advanced illness. Services available under the program would be those that are already available through the Medi-Cal hospice program, but would also allow hospice services to be provided at the same time as curative treatment (to the extent that these services are not duplicative) as well as hospice services to individuals with terminal conditions regardless of the length of time that the beneficiary may be expected to live.

The children’s palliative care program evaluation shows that these expanded palliative care approaches improve quality of life, reduce average hospital stays by half and result in average cost savings of $1,677 per child per month, allowing patients to live longer with fewer hospitalizations.104

SB 1004 would require the California Department of Health Care Services to seek consultation with stakeholders in developing the program. This provides the opportunity to assist in developing programmatic elements that would provide access and improve the process of end-of-life planning for disabled adults, including family and provider education and individual supports. The bill would require the department submit a waiver request or application within 12 months of the effective date of the bill’s passage. At the date of this writing, SB 1004 has passed the Legislature and awaits signature or veto by Governor Brown.

In addition, the Thinking Ahead workbook (see Appendix F) is an end-of-life planning tool developed especially for persons with I/DD under a grant from the California Department of Developmental Services. Created by the Coalition for Compassionate Care of California in collaboration with the Board Resource Center and three Regional Centers,105 Thinking Ahead was informed by people with I/DD themselves, who participated in focus groups, spoke in videos and reviewed materials to ensure that the materials reflected their concerns.

105 Alta California, Golden Gate and Eastern Los Angeles Regional Centers assisted in the development of Thinking Ahead.
Thinking Ahead workbooks and accompanying videos are available in English, Spanish and Chinese. Workbooks and DVDs have been distributed through Regional Centers, at conferences and online. DDS and CCCC have also conducted training and workshops based on the materials for community care providers, providing information about palliative and end-of-life care and advance care planning for people with I/DD. These trainings focus on developing the knowledge, skills and resources necessary to feel comfortable and confident talking about end-of-life issues with a person with I/DD and also assist caregivers to support and advocate for the treatment preferences of the disabled person. Unfortunately, much of the community training about end-of-life care for people with I/DD has been curtailed due to budget constraints. This training should be restored and expanded in order to meet the critical and growing needs of the aging I/DD population.

Informants value accessible materials like Thinking Ahead, but also emphasized that materials alone are only a part of the process. End-of-life planning requires a sophisticated approach and an ongoing conversation. A Regional Center Medical Director notes that without this depth, caregivers sometimes see it as an “assignment” to “sign people up” for an advance directive. This can lead to inappropriate prompting to make choices the caregiver sees as correct rather than a dynamic process of helping the disabled person to understand and express choices. This is not the purpose of Thinking Ahead. Ongoing training for the person, family and providers is needed to make advance planning reflect the disabled person’s wishes. In addition, end-of-life planning should be discussed and considered each year in the IPP process. Finally, strengthening the disabled person’s autonomy, independence and his or her ability to make and express choices can be achieved through supported decision-making.

106 Found here http://coalitionccc.org/tools-resources/people-with-developmental-disabilities/
Supported Decision-Making

“How do we make sure a person’s rights are not taken away, like mine were?”

—Jenny Hatch, Self-Advocate

Jenny Hatch is a 30-year-old woman with Down Syndrome who in 2012 lived with a family friend and worked at Village Thrift in Newport News, Virginia. She loved to organize jewelry and dress mannequins and was considered a dependable employee. Jenny rode her bicycle, used her cell phone, was on Facebook and emailed her friends. She had received a special education diploma from high school and in addition to her part-time job, had volunteered on a local political campaign. She was a member of the local Methodist church.107

In March 2012 Jenny was hit by a car while riding her bike. Her back was injured and she was hospitalized. When she was released from the hospital she moved in with friends, who were also her employers at the thrift shop. She and her friends were happy with the arrangement, but Jenny needed additional services and supports to continue to live independently after her accident. In order to qualify for a Medicaid waiver that would provide the home- and community-based services she needed, Jenny had to move temporarily into a group home to meet waiver requirements. In July 2012 she qualified for the waiver and returned to live with her friends.108

However, at this point Hatch’s mother and stepfather intervened, filing for guardianship of Jenny (the equivalent of a conservatorship in California). They stated that they were worried about her safety; they were concerned that she was impulsive, gossiped on Facebook, incurred high telephone bills and flirted with boys.109 Her parents felt that because Jenny’s IQ is about 50 and she often expresses her desire to become President of the United States, she is incapable of making decisions. As a result, Jenny was placed in temporary guardianship in August 2012. She was removed from living with her friends and placed in a group home, cutting her off all her previous social contacts. Anyone who wanted to see her was required to apply for permission. She was forced her to quit her job, her phone was taken away and her computer was confiscated. Her online passwords were changed so she did not have access to her

accounts. For over a year, Jenny was required to remain in the group home against her will. She was unhappy and tried to run away four times.\footnote{110}

Jenny’s friends, Jim Talbert and Kelly Morris, organized support for her. They turned their thrift shop into a “Justice for Jenny” campaign headquarters and spent over $50,000 in legal fees to contest the case,\footnote{111} which became a bellwether event in civil rights for adults with I/DD. Americans with Disabilities Act expert Peter Blank testified that he could not recall seeing any contract as restrictive as this guardianship request: “In some sense, it’s kind of a civil death, it’s a complete removal of all decision making for the individual, as this is written.”\footnote{112} He noted that the impact of the guardianship on Jenny could put her at risk for stagnation, regression and depression. Other experts who testified on Jenny’s behalf emphasized that the case is about the larger issue of an individual’s right to choose how to live and federal law requiring integration of people with disabilities into community settings, and that the Medicaid waiver services she now qualifies for provide a wide range of supports to assist her to live independently.

On August 2 2013, Newport News Circuit Court Judge David Pugh ruled that Jenny’s preferences should be taken into account. He rejected her parents’ guardianship request and instead designated Jenny’s friends Morris and Talbert as her temporary guardians for a year, to assist her to develop full independence using supported decision-making and the assistance of home- and community-based services.\footnote{113} As a result of this landmark legal battle, Jenny’s lawyers, the Quality Trust for Individuals with Disabilities, created the Jenny Hatch Justice Project (JHJP).\footnote{114} The Justice Project’s purpose is to protect and promote the rights of disabled residents in Washington, D.C. and to promote research and best practices for supported decision-making and other less-restrictive alternatives to conservatorship in the United States and internationally.\footnote{115} Their work includes resources that articulate and explain supported decision-making as well as exploring strategies, such as using special education transition services, to expand its use and effectiveness.

Overview of Supported Decision-Making

The experiences of Jenny Hatch exemplify a growing acknowledgement of the human rights of persons with I/DD and the shortcomings of substituted decision-making through legal conservatorship. Surrogate decision-making through conservatorship has been called “state sanctioned removal of personhood from an individual.” Internationally, the rights of persons with disabilities to independence and self-determination are becoming more widely recognized. While historically there has been a strong tradition of protection over autonomy for people with I/DD, supported decision-making is gaining prominence as a mechanism that is less restrictive and more appropriate than overbroad or undue conservatorship.

Making one’s own decisions is a basic right as well as a natural part of the human experience, guaranteed under the U.S. and state Constitutions as well as other laws. For non-disabled adults, those rights are not contingent upon the quality of decisions made. People are free to make mistakes, and learn from them (or not). Making decisions that may be unwise or involve risk does not typically imperil fundamental rights.

Supported decision-making (SDM) is a process of seeking assistance from chosen family members, friends or supporters to understand situations, consider options and use their help to make choices. Almost all adults utilize SDM at some time when they consult with trusted others to make important decisions. For disabled adults, SDM can be a new paradigm for decision-making; one that is increasingly seen as an alternative to conservatorship with its consequent loss of independence and civil rights. SDM empowers disabled individuals by ensuring that they are the ultimate decision-maker, but are provided with appropriate supports to make decisions.

Supported decision-making models have four primary characteristics. Most importantly, the disabled individual retains legal decision-making authority. The relationship is also entered into freely and terminated at will. The disabled individual actively participates in decision-making; and finally, decisions made with support are usually legally enforceable. In October 2013, the First Annual Symposium on Supported Decision-Making was held in Washington, D.C., and articulated several principles for implementing SDM:

116 The national literature refers to guardianship, the term used in many states. In California, guardianship refers specifically to custody of a minor, while adults are under “conservatorship.” We use the term conservatorship throughout this section to minimize this confusion.
• There should be recognition that everyone has an equal right to make their own decisions, regardless of diagnosis or functional challenges;
• There should be respect for the various opinions and experiences that have led parents and advocates to choose different options for decision-making; and
• There should be promotion of the use and development of practices that will provide people in need with support for individualized decision-making assistance with the minimum of restrictions.\textsuperscript{121}

Advocates express concern about the appropriateness of systems that are dependent on overbroad conservatorship as a routine part of permanency planning for people with I/DD, asserting that laws are frequently misapplied. Although repeatedly proposed and sometimes implemented, “reforms have had remarkably little effect on judicial behavior,” and conservatorships are routinely granted.\textsuperscript{122} Research demonstrates that conservatorship can result in harm to the disabled person, hindering self-determination and community inclusion.\textsuperscript{123} Overly broad conservatorship can leave people feeling isolated and lonely,\textsuperscript{124} can cause depression, decrease motivation, create learned helplessness\textsuperscript{125} and undermine the disabled person’s physical and psychological well-being by reducing their sense of control over their lives.\textsuperscript{126}

The legitimacy of conservatorship has also been questioned on the world stage. Article 12 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD)\textsuperscript{127} challenges the system of substituted decision-making, stating that signatories to the agreement “reaffirm that persons with disabilities have the right to recognition everywhere as persons before the law” and that parties “shall recognize that persons with disabilities enjoy legal capacity on an equal basis with others in all aspects of life.”\textsuperscript{128} The CRPD goes on to state that safeguards and supports include respect for rights, will and preferences of the person and that any safeguards (such as conservatorship) should apply for the shortest time possible and be subject to regular review by a competent, independent and impartial authority or judicial body. The CRPD asserts that supported decision-making can be a key element in improving experiences and
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opportunities of persons with disabilities; some see the CRPD as requiring nations to adopt mechanisms for SDM.\textsuperscript{129}

As the population with I/DD ages, their parents may predecease them, destabilizing their decision-making systems. Individuals who have little experience making important life decisions because they have been giving few opportunities will be greatly impacted by the loss of their natural supports. This makes establishing new systems essential and development of SDM increasingly important. In contrast to conservatorship, SDM recognizes the personhood of people with I/DD and avoids stripping them of fundamental freedoms, while from a disability rights perspective, SDM is consistent with the social model of disability that avoids labeling and views supports as alternative methods of functioning.\textsuperscript{130}

It is important to note that the state of the art of SDM exists in the early stages. While several models of formalized SDM operate internationally,\textsuperscript{131} there is not much research. One comprehensive review by Kohn et al\textsuperscript{132} raises a number of important points: for example, while there is a growing body of literature about how SDM should work, there is far less information on how it does work. There is little information about the internal dynamics of SDM discussions, and almost no empirical evidence that SDM systems succeed in achieving their substantive goals. Also understudied are the effects on supporters’ psychological characteristics and outcomes – Kohn notes, “Another hypothesis . . . might be that continually participating in another person’s decision-making, without the ‘luxury’ of one party or the other simply making the decision, creates more stress.”\textsuperscript{133} Most importantly, the review notes that SDM arrangements can create new opportunities for abuse, potentially allowing unaccountable third parties to improperly influence persons with I/DD, disempower them and undermine their rights. However, the outcomes of conservatorship are also not well-studied, so without more research it is impossible to conclude that conservatorship is a better intervention than SDM.

Supported decision-making can be informal, done without legal sanction or enforceability.\textsuperscript{134} Since approximately 71% of Regional Center clients are not under conservatorship, it can be assumed that informal SDM is already part of many people’s decision-making process. But SDM can also be a formal system: based on either private but legally significant agreements; or on public appointments.\textsuperscript{135} Some propose that SDM could take the place of conservatorship. Alternatively, it could be integrated into the legal system as a less-restrictive option that is
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implemented prior to the time that a Limited Conservatorship is even considered, resorting to the more restrictive option only when SDM arrangements have not functioned successfully.

The evolution of SDM should include empirical evidence about how to ensure that decisions truly express and effectuate the wishes or preferences of the disabled person and whether SDM decisions are more beneficial to the person compared to decisions made using other approaches such as conservatorship. Overall, Kohn et al conclude that SDM holds promise from a public health perspective that it can improve overall physical and psychological well-being of people with I/DD, as well as being a less-restrictive method of decision-making which has the potential to advance the interests and human rights of people with disabilities.

Utilizing Special Education to Advance Supported Decision-making

What is the impact of supported decision-making on healthcare decisions and end-of-life planning and care? Research shows that patient activation -- the confidence and skills patients have to become actively engaged in their own health care -- can lead to better health outcomes and care experiences. Patients who start at the lowest level of activation show the greatest improvements. Healthcare decisions and outcomes, and ultimately end-of-life decision-making, depend to a large degree on the other end of the life spectrum; teaching and empowering people with skills to make choices and decisions. And an important opportunity to increase decision-making skills for people with I/DD is in special education.

Special education is governed by the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), passed in 1975. The IDEA states that “disability is a natural part of the human experience and in no way diminishes the right of individuals to participate in or contribute to society” and it ensures that “all children with disabilities have available to them a free appropriate public education that emphasizes special education and related services designed to meet their unique needs and prepare them for further education, employment and independent living.” Prior to passage of the IDEA, as few as 20% of students with disabilities received any type of education.

The IDEA guarantees students with disabilities the right to education up until 22 years of age. Designed to be a results-oriented process that improves the academic and functional achievement of the student, it focuses attention on transition from school to the next phase of
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life, such as post-secondary education, vocational education, integrated and supported employment, continuing and adult education, adult services, independent living and community participation.\footnote{Ibid.} Research shows that students with disabilities who are provided with meaningful transition services that are focused on self-determination and independent living skills are more likely to experience good outcomes, including employment, living independently, exercising effective choices, making decisions and problem-solving.\footnote{Ibid, p. 13.}

Similarly to the IPP process used by Regional Centers, the IDEA functions from individualized assessment and planning that addresses students’ needs. In special education this is called the Individualized Educational Planning (IEP) process. The Jenny Hatch Justice Project notes in a policy brief that there are a number of models that effectively utilize the IEP process and demonstrate positive outcomes for students with I/DD to develop good transitional skills and abilities that support decision-making. These include the Youth Transition Project, the Self-Determined Learning Model of Instruction and Project Renew. These models promote self-determination as a best practice and focus on improving students’ abilities to set goals, solve problems, make decisions and advocate for themselves, and give students the opportunity to practice these skills.\footnote{Ibid.} They are generally based in interagency coordination that clearly articulates roles, responsibilities, communication strategies and other collaborative actions that leverage systems like vocational rehabilitation, independent living centers, the Social Security Administration and state and local agencies that provide services to persons with I/DD to create a service package and relevant strategies that prepare and transition the student into adult life.

Effective transition through special education can have lasting impacts on lives and health of disabled individuals. One study showed that women with I/DD who were provided with education and training in self-determination were more likely to identify situations where they could be abused and less likely to be victimized.\footnote{Ibid, p. 14.} Another found that adults with I/DD who exercised self-determination showed greater independence, were more skilled at solving problems and achieved better outcomes overall.\footnote{Ibid.}

However, disability rights advocates who focus on special education note that these outcomes are frequently unrealized in California. One informant outlined transition services as sub-standard, a significant missed opportunity to strengthen and prepare students with disabilities for adult life. While “person-centered planning” is said to be in effect, the focus of special education is reported to be superficial, focused around ensuring student compliance in

\footnotesize{\bibitem{141} Ibid.}
\footnotesize{\bibitem{142} Ibid, p. 13.}
\footnotesize{\bibitem{143} Ibid.}
\footnotesize{\bibitem{144} Ibid, p. 14.}
\footnotesize{\bibitem{145} Ibid.}
academics and behavior rather than on “preparing them for further education, employment and independent living” as the IDEA intends. Furthermore, compliance is reinforced with punitive measures such as seclusion and restraints. Informants report that relevant skills that are needed to address real life -- such as understanding sex, health care and medications, or basic strategies like not arguing when confronted by police -- are missing. Interagency collaboration may be a goal, but in real life support agencies do not typically get involved in IEP processes and students are not empowered to define their goals and receive assistance in securing the skills and training they need to achieve them. Furthermore, according to informants, there is tension between schools and Regional Centers, each of which tries to shift responsibility for paying for services for the transition-aged population to the other.

The resulting dysfunction is evidenced in student outcomes. In June 2012, the United States Department of Education Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services found that California is achieving “a very low level of compliance” with transition requirements. In a letter to State Superintendent Tom Torlakson, the U.S. Education Department states that California’s compliance with Indicator 13, which measures appropriate transition services, is only 45.9% (see Appendix H). The letter states that California needs intervention in implementing the requirements of Part B of IDEA regarding effective transitions for students with disabilities.

The federal requirement for California to improve transition services is an important opportunity to improve supported decision-making skills. The Ansell-Casey Lifeskills Assessment provides an outline of effective approaches for IEPs that support appropriate transitions to adult life. These focus on a full range of transition skills including career planning, communication, daily living, home life, housing and money management, self care, social relationships, work life and work and study skills. Assessing for these skills means understanding the student’s current level of knowledge to target learning, incorporating the family and other professionals in transition teams, using observation and work experience to identify the student’s preferences, observing interactions at school, with the family, in the community and during leisure and recreational activities, building rapport with the student, using surveys, questionnaires and interviews to gather information. These assessment strategies can be used to guide postsecondary and transitional goals and assist in developing meaningful IEPs that provide support for self-determination and independent living, and consequently, healthcare decision-making.
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Findings and Recommendations

“Change will not come if we wait for some other person, or if we wait for some other time.”

– Barack Obama

The following recommendations are based on our review of the literature, incorporation of best practices identified in cited works and the practical experience of key informants. They include recommendations in each of five critical areas, and they address both policy and funding that are important to improve the area of healthcare decision-making for people with I/DD.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Legal System

1) California Probate Codes governing Limited Conservatorship (Probate Code §§ 1827.5, 1828.5, 1830, & 2351.5) should be amended to require that any client of a Regional Center may be subject only to a Limited Conservatorship rather than a general conservatorship. General conservatorships for Regional Center clients should be prohibited.

2) These Limited Conservatorship statutes should also be amended to include a meaningful requirement that alternatives to conservatorship were understood, explored and an explanation of the reasons why they were unsuccessful and conservatorship is needed, as part of the process of petitioning for a Limited Conservatorship.

3) Training about the I/DD population and the process, duties and responsibilities of Limited Conservatorship should be formally initiated for those seeking to petition for conservatorship as well as for attorneys who work on Limited Conservatorship. These trainings should include information about facilitating communication and providing reasonable accommodations under the Americans with Disabilities Act to allow disabled persons to have meaningful participation in the legal process.

4) The Legislature, in consultation with DDS, Regional Centers and the state’s protection and advocacy agency, should undertake a series of special hearings to consider critical issues that are primarily locally-administered but have a substantial impact on persons with I/DD who may be subject to neglect or abuse. A statewide approach and legislation may be necessary regarding two critical issues:

- The role of the Public Guardian and Adult Protective Services in interventions for people with I/DD who may be subject to neglect or abuse; and also in issues of end-of-life decision-making;
- The role, processes and effectiveness of courts in investigating, intervening and changing troubled conservatorships.
5) **A disability clients’ rights and protection organization with legal experience** should be funded through contract with DDS and authorized to provide oversight, monitoring, reporting and policy recommendations on the Limited Conservatorship process statewide.

**California Department of Developmental Services**

6) **DDS should initiate a survey among Regional Center Medical Directors, soliciting their input concerning situations that occur in end-of-life care for the I/DD population.** From these survey results they should formulate a plan of action to change policies and initiate action to prevent poor outcomes. Our inquiry indicates that there are important concerns in three major areas:
   A) Comfort of care is not fully and adequately considered as part of the decision-making process when the Regional Center director’s designee is the medical decision-maker;
   B) Conversely, hospitals and providers are too quick to underestimate quality of life for persons with I/DD and to dismiss life-saving interventions when they may be appropriate;
   C) Finally, when surrogate decision-makers may have a financial interest in either prolonging or ending life and their decision-making appears to be influenced by these concerns rather than the best interests of the disabled person -- what are the steps to take in such a case and how effective are they?

7) **DDS should initiate and implement a strategic plan for end-of-life planning for persons with I/DD using best practices in advance care planning and building on the Thinking Ahead accessible advance directive materials.** This initiative should include tools and skills training for end-of-life planning. As part of this effort, **IPPs for adults should include age-appropriate discussion of and support for end-of-life planning every year, including participation (as desired by consumer) in culturally appropriate recognition of grief, death and dying, such as participation in funerals and memorial services.**

8) **DDS should reinstate and expand community education aimed at providers regarding medical issues and end-of-life care for the I/DD population;** making a request to the Legislature for funding to support this activity specifically. This training should include special considerations for aging and medical care for people with I/DD as well as understanding baseline quality of life for people with I/DD from their own and their families’ perspectives.

9) **DDS should refine and improve its data collection on conservatorship,** including specifically tracking three vulnerable populations:
   - Those who have a Limited or general conservatorship as well as an LPS conservatorship.
   - Those served by a Public Guardian as their conservator.
   - Those flagged by Regional Centers as having a conservator who has been reported to Adult Protective Services for suspected abuse or neglect.

With this information, we recommend the Department convene a process and make focused recommendations for state law and policies to address the needs of these vulnerable subsets of the population.
Medical Systems

10) The California Department of Health Care Services, in consultation with DDS and the Health Plan of San Mateo, should explore methods to leverage the Dual Eligible Demonstration and other system change initiatives in order to utilize and deploy care coordination strategies to increase autonomy, provide appropriate supports, improved health care and end-of-life planning through collaborative work such as that being done at the Puente Clinic of San Mateo.

11) The Department of Health Care Services, DDS and I/DD stakeholders and advocates should explore the feasibility of adding educational end-of-life planning services supportive of persons with I/DD, their families and caregivers under the SB 1004 stakeholder process that will design a waiver application to provide palliative and hospice care services for adults in the Medi-Cal program.

12) The California Medical Practice Act which provides for the licensure and regulation of physicians by the Medical Board of California, should add requirements for training in the unique medical, psychosocial and communication needs of persons with I/DD.

13) California should launch and evaluate a pilot study to support implementation of a collaborative model that includes officials of the Court, the Public Guardian, the Regional Center and bioethics professionals, to improve medical decision-making for publicly conserved individuals as recommended in the Drought report (http://www.scu.edu/ethics/practicing/focusareas/medical/conserved-patient/policy.html).

Educational System

14) Schools should be required to provide students and families who are transitioning to adulthood a full explanation of educational decision-making options, including the option to partially or totally delegate educational authority to a family member, as an alternative to conservatorship, for making educational decisions. They should be prohibited from telling parents they “must” have a conservatorship to continue child’s education after 18.

15) The Legislature should exercise oversight in the improvement of special education Indicator 13. The U.S. Department of Education finds that California needs intervention to provide effective transition services. While these improvements will be located in the educational system, their importance to issues of healthcare decision-making as well as avoiding undue and overbroad conservatorship are paramount. Ideally, legislative oversight will involve a variety of stakeholders and informants to participate in designing improvements and ensuring that supported decision-making is expanded and self-determination and independent living are achieved within special education transition services.

General
16) **Regional Center funding that has been cut should be restored** in order to ensure that services are adequate, caseloads are manageable, individualized assessments are appropriately conducted and public educational efforts are restored.

17) **Court funding should be restored** to eliminate chaos in operations and ensure that the requirements of the 2006 Omnibus reform legislation are fully implemented. Within these restorations, funds should be earmarked to support the proper implementation and oversight of Limited Conservatorships, based on compliance with legal requirements for initial, annual and biennial investigations by court investigators.

~
Concluding Comments

As a general observation, this investigation raised important issues that appear to be neglected in research. While our goal was to understand the impact of conservatorship on people’s experience of aging and dying, we discovered a number of complex legal and practical debates exist that are not well-studied. Legal status and systems of protection fail to work together for the best interests of disabled persons throughout their lives, not just at the end of life. There are important considerations about expression of human sexuality that need careful thought, dialogue and deliberation, with the most important voices in the conversation being people with disabilities themselves. In addition, persons with co-occurring I/DD and mental health disabilities are particularly vulnerable and subject to poor outcomes as a result of systems that do not begin to address their needs. And while we intended to study how legal issues may result in disabled persons being “treated to death” against their will, we also discovered that among those with roles in end-of-life care, there is a conviction that disabled lives are devalued in medical settings and life-saving care when appropriate is sometimes denied. These findings are deeply concerning and indicate that a range of important issues impacting the lives of persons with I/DD are overlooked and deserve wider research and policy consideration.

Research does show that conservatorship in and of itself can result in adverse consequences, including depression, decreased motivation, learned helplessness and feelings of diminished self-determination and empowerment. However, it is also difficult to second-guess individual situations which depend on unique circumstances – the level of the person’s disability, the person’s and family’s experiences balancing independence versus protection from bad outcomes, and the extent to which effective resources and services are in place to enable and support decision-making. As a practical matter, families are often simply trying to come up with a workable system, especially for navigating healthcare decisions.

Though project informants had diverse perspectives about conservatorship, they agreed on a number of points. First, they reported that mainstream society operates from a lack of understanding, experience and acceptance of people with I/DD, often influenced by perceptions of “normalcy” of appearance or behavior. They also report that as a result, people with mild to moderate disabilities are widely underestimated in their capacities for independence and decision-making. In addition, people with moderate to severe disabilities are also underestimated in their ability to make choices, but may require more supports to make their preferences meaningful and effective. These supports span the range of options from good care coordination to intensive supported decision-making to Limited Conservatorship,

---
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depending on the situation. The optimal solution is the least restrictive intervention that also yields effective results.

Informants agree that systems serving older adults, especially medical systems, are not prepared with the appropriate knowledge, services and supports for people with I/DD. And while they see the causes of bad conservatorships differently, project informants also believe that when conservatorships are bad, the situation is difficult to address. In these cases, the disabled person is at grave risk and appropriate remedies, supports and alternatives are scarce. As mentioned, informants consistently highlighted the vulnerability of people with dual I/DD and mental health disabilities, and we believe the urgency conveyed about this topic merits further research and policy action.

Finally, from wherever in the system they stand, informants are concerned that persons with I/DD be afforded the opportunity to age well as well as to die with dignity and respect. We hope that this investigation will make a contribution toward achieving that aim.
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Appendix G: California Deficiency in Special Education Transition Services
# End-of-Life Request by Treating Physician

**Conservatee/Patient:**

**DOB:**

**PG Case Number:**

I, ________________________, am a physician duly licensed and authorized to practice medicine in the State of California, license number ________________________. My specialty is ________________________.

I am the treating /attending physician of the above referenced patient currently residing/hospitalized at ____________________________________________________________

Name of facility

## I. DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS:

A. Acute Medical Diagnoses:

B. Chronic Medical Diagnoses:

C. Prognosis:

D. Current condition is irreversible: (check one)  
   - Yes □
   - No □

E. Patient is (circle one)  
   - Bedridden
   - Wheelchair-bound
   - Ambulatory
   - Amb. W. Assistance

F. Patient needs help with all or most activities of daily living:  
   - Yes □
   - No □

## II. CRITERIA FOR DNR OR OTHER END-OF-LIFE REQUEST

Please check the basis (bases) for the request:

A. □ The patient is suffering from an irreversible and incurable medical condition that, as a result, makes death expected and inevitable, likely within six months.

B. □ Since (date) ________________, the patient has been irreversibly comatose with a persistent vegetative state and there is little or no possibility of recovery.

C. □ The patient does not have a terminal condition but has a serious life threatening illness or chronic, progressive medical conditions which combined with other circumstances, may cause vital functions to fail. It is clearly in the patient’s best interest to withdraw/withhold treatment because the burdens of continuing treatment clearly outweigh the benefits for the patient. If yes, explain:
### III. COMMUNICATION/PATIENT & FAMILY WISHES

A. The patient is able to communicate: Yes___ No__

B. If yes, How? Verbally: Yes__ or No__ or by other means (specify) ___________________________

C. Patient’s primary language: __ English    __ Other (specify): ____________________________

   1. Communication was done in patient’s primary language  Yes ☐  No ☐
      If no, explain:

   2. The patient’s end-of-life wishes are known: Yes ☐  No ☐
      Explain:

   3. The patient is aware of my request and agrees Yes ☐  No ☐
      If no, explain:

D. I have contacted the following family members/individuals/primary care physician regarding this request. They agree or disagree with this request as shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Agree ☐</th>
<th>Disagree ☐</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### IV. PHYSICIAN REQUEST

As the treating or attending physician, I am requesting the following orders:

A. ☐ Yes  ☐ No  Do Not Resuscitate/No CPR
   This means no chest compressions, defibrillations, endotracheal intubations, assisted mechanical ventilation, or cardiotonic drugs.

B. ☐ Yes  ☐ No  Comfort Measures Only.  This means death is expected and imminent. Relieve pain and suffering through the use of medication by any route, positioning, wound care and other measures. Use oxygen, suction and manual treatment of airway obstruction as needed for comfort. Food and water will be offered by mouth if tolerated. Transfer to hospital only if comfort needs cannot be met in current location.
   Other/Comments:
   ________________________________________________________________
   ________________________________________________________________

C. ☐ Yes  ☐ No  I am requesting that the patient be placed into a hospice program. He or she has an incurable medical condition that makes death expected and inevitable, likely within 6 months.
   Where? (specify): ____________________________
D. I am requesting that the following life support or life-sustaining measures be provided, withdrawn or withheld: (this section should complement sections A, B & C by providing some specificity to the request.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Provide</th>
<th>Withdraw</th>
<th>Withhold</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Pacemaker/automatic implanted defibrillator</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Peritoneal/hemo (kidney) dialysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Respirator/assisted mechanical ventilation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Nasogastric tube for nutrition/hydration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Gastrostomy tube for nutrition/hydration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I.V. therapy for nutrition/hydration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Transfusions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Antibiotics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Antipyretics to reduce fever</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Cancer therapy:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Radiation Therapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Chemotherapy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Other (specify):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Other (specify):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Check if true ☐ The interventions to be withheld or withdrawn are no longer effective in meeting the treatment goals for the patient and are therefore no longer medically indicated. If checked, explain:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check if true ☐ Nutrition and hydration will be offered by mouth if tolerated. If checked, explain:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check if true: ☐ Nutrition and hydration will not be provided by mechanical means if it is not tolerated by mouth. If checked, the reason for withholding mechanical nutrition and hydration is that: (check all that apply):</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ It is not medically indicated.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ It creates burdens that clearly outweigh benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☐ It prolongs the patients’ suffering during his/her terminal condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. PHYSICIAN SIGNATURE/REQUIRED BIOETHICS REVIEW

A. For conservatees admitted to the hospital/under acute care, a formal bioethics review at the hospital is required. Date of bioethics review: _____________

   Attach a copy of written recommendations.

   NOTE: If the physician’s request includes the withdrawal or withholding of hydration and/or nutrition, the bioethics review must specifically consider the request and agree that it meets medical ethical standards.

B. For conservatees in a non-acute setting, a second physician’s opinion is required. The following physician has been consulted and agrees with my request: The second physician’s written opinion must be attached.

Dr. ____________________________

   Name (Print please) _____________

   Telephone No. __________________

C. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing end of life request is true and correct.

   Executed on _______________________, at ______________________________, California

       Date __________________________________ City __________________________

       Medical License # __________________

       Physician’s Signature _____________________________

       Address ______________________________________

       Phone No. ____________________________________

INSTRUCTIONS TO PHYSICIAN

Please answer all questions completely. Incomplete or illegible documents may delay the process. After completion, fax it to (213) 687-4539 as soon as possible. For follow-up, see the attached cover letter or call (213) 974-0407. For emergencies outside business hours, call (213) 974-1234 and ask to speak to the Public Guardian manager on duty.

Public Guardian Policy

The Los Angeles County Public Guardian is conservator for the above-referenced individual. Communication with the patient must be done in a culturally sensitive manner and in his or her primary language. Physicians’ orders concerning do not resuscitate or other end-of-life matters must not be placed in the conservatee’s medical chart without prior Public Guardian approval or, in some cases, court approval. In considering this request, the Public Guardian must determine whether the request meets the criteria listed in this document and is otherwise appropriate.

Please note that the bioethics review must approve this end-of-life request and specifically approve the withdrawal or withholding of nutrition and hydration if requested.

Revised April, 2013
1827.5.
(a) In the case of any proceeding to establish a limited conservatorship for a person with developmental disabilities, within 30 days after the filing of a petition for limited conservatorship, a proposed limited conservatee, with his or her consent, shall be assessed at a regional center as provided in Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 4620) of Division 4.5 of the Welfare and Institutions Code. The regional center shall submit a written report of its findings and recommendations to the court.

(b) In the case of any proceeding to establish a general conservatorship for a person with developmental disabilities, the regional center, with the consent of the proposed conservatee, may prepare an assessment as provided in Chapter 5 (commencing with Section 4620) of Division 4.5 of the Welfare and Institutions Code. If an assessment is prepared, the regional center shall submit its findings and recommendations to the court.

(c) A report prepared under subdivision (a) or (b) shall include a description of the specific areas, nature, and degree of disability of the proposed conservatee or proposed limited conservatee. The findings and recommendations of the regional center are not binding upon the court.
In a proceeding where the petitioner is a provider of board and care, treatment, habilitation, or other services to persons with developmental disabilities or a spouse or employee of a provider, is not the natural parent of the proposed conservatee or proposed limited conservatee, and is not a public entity, the regional center shall include a recommendation in its report concerning the suitability of the petitioners to meet the needs of the proposed conservatee or proposed limited conservatee.

(d) At least five days before the hearing on the petition, the regional center shall mail a copy of the report referred to in subdivision (a) to all of the following:

(1) The proposed limited conservatee.
(2) The attorney, if any, for the proposed limited conservatee.
(3) If the petitioner is not the proposed limited conservatee, the attorney for the petitioner or the petitioner if the petitioner does not have an attorney.
(4) Such other persons as the court orders.

(e) The report referred to in subdivisions (a) and (b) shall be confidential and shall be made available only to parties listed in subdivision (d) unless the court, in its discretion, determines that the release of the report would serve the interests of the conservatee who is developmentally disabled. The clerk of the court shall make provision for limiting disclosure of the report exclusively to persons entitled thereto under this section.

(Amended by Stats. 2002, Ch. 784, Sec. 579. Effective January 1, 2003.)

PROBATE CODE - PROB

DIVISION 4. GUARDIANSHIP, CONSERVATORSHIP, AND OTHER PROTECTIVE PROCEEDINGS [1400 - 3925]
(Division 4 enacted by Stats.1990, Ch. 79.)

PART 3. CONSERVATORSHIP [1800 - 1970]
(Part 3 enacted by Stats.1990, Ch. 79.)

CHAPTER 1. Establishment of Conservatorship [1800 - 1849.5]
(Chapter 1 enacted by Stats.1990, Ch. 79.)

ARTICLE 3. Establishment of Conservatorship [1820 - 1835]
(Article 3 enacted by Stats.1990, Ch. 79.)
1828.5.
(a) At the hearing on the petition for appointment of a limited conservator for an allegedly developmentally disabled adult, the court shall do each of the following:

1. Inquire into the nature and extent of the general intellectual functioning of the individual alleged to be developmentally disabled.

2. Evaluate the extent of the impairment of his or her adaptive behavior.

3. Ascertain his or her capacity to care for himself or herself and his or her property.

4. Inquire into the qualifications, abilities, and capabilities of the person seeking appointment as limited conservator.

5. If a report by the regional center, in accordance with Section 1827.5, has not been filed in court because the proposed limited conservatee withheld his or her consent to assessment by the regional center, the court shall determine the reason for withholding such consent.

(b) If the court finds that the proposed limited conservatee possesses the capacity to care for himself or herself and to manage his or her property as a reasonably prudent person, the court shall dismiss the petition for appointment of a limited conservator.

(c) If the court finds that the proposed limited conservatee lacks the capacity to perform some, but not all, of the tasks necessary to provide properly for his or her own personal needs for physical health, food, clothing, or shelter, or to manage his or her own financial resources, the court shall appoint a limited conservator for the person or the estate or the person and the estate.

(d) If the court finds that the proposed limited conservatee lacks the capacity to perform all of the tasks necessary to provide properly for his or her own personal needs for physical health, food, clothing, or shelter, or to manage his or her own financial resources, the court shall appoint either a conservator or a limited conservator for the person or the estate, or the person and the estate.

(e) The court shall define the powers and duties of the limited conservator so as to permit the developmentally disabled adult to care for himself or herself or to manage his or her financial resources commensurate with his or her ability to do so.

(f) Prior to the appointment of a limited conservator for the person or estate or person and estate of a developmentally disabled adult, the court shall inform the proposed limited conservatee of the nature and purpose of the limited conservatorship proceeding, that the appointment of a limited conservator for his or her person or estate or person and estate will result in the transfer of certain rights set forth in the petition and the effect of such transfer, the identity of the person who has been nominated as
his or her limited conservator, that he or she has a right to oppose such proceeding, and
that he or she has a right to have the matter tried by jury. After communicating such
information to the person and prior to the appointment of a limited conservator, the court
shall consult the person to determine his or her opinion concerning the appointment.

(Enacted by Stats. 1990, Ch. 79.)

PROBATE CODE - PROB

DIVISION 4. GUARDIANSHIP, CONSERVATORSHIP, AND OTHER PROTECTIVE
PROCEEDINGS [1400 - 3925]

(Division 4 enacted by Stats. 1990, Ch.79.)

PART 3. CONSERVATORSHIP [1800 - 1970]
(Part 3 enacted by Stats.1990, Ch. 79.)

CHAPTER 1. Establishment of Conservatorship [1800 - 1849.5]
(Chapter 1 enacted by Stats.1990, Ch. 79.)

ARTICLE 3. Establishment of Conservatorship [1820 - 1835]
(Article 3 enacted by Stats.1990, Ch. 79.)

1830.
(a) The order appointing the conservator shall contain, among other things, the names,
addresses, and telephone numbers of:

(1) The conservator.

(2) The conservatee’s attorney, if any.

(3) The court investigator, if any.

(b) In the case of a limited conservator for a developmentally disabled adult, any order
the court may make shall include the findings of the court specified in Section 1828.5.
The order shall specify the powers granted to and duties imposed upon the limited
conservator, which powers and duties may not exceed the powers and duties applicable
to a conservator under this code. The order shall also specify the following:

(1) The properties of the limited conservatee to which the limited conservator is entitled
to possession and management, giving a description of the properties that will be
sufficient to identify them.
(2) The debts, rentals, wages, or other claims due to the limited conservatee which the limited conservator is entitled to collect, or file suit with respect to, if necessary, and thereafter to possess and manage.

(3) The contractual or other obligations which the limited conservator may incur on behalf of the limited conservatee.

(4) The claims against the limited conservatee which the limited conservator may pay, compromise, or defend, if necessary.

(5) Any other powers, limitations, or duties with respect to the care of the limited conservatee or the management of the property specified in this subdivision by the limited conservator which the court shall specifically and expressly grant.

(c) An information notice of the rights of conservatees shall be attached to the order. The conservator shall mail the order and the attached information notice to the conservatee and the conservatee’s relatives, as set forth in subdivision (b) of Section 1821, within 30 days of the issuance of the order. By January 1, 2008, the Judicial Council shall develop the notice required by this subdivision.

(Amended by Stats. 2007, Ch. 553, Sec. 8. Effective January 1, 2008.)

PROBATE CODE - PROB

DIVISION 4. GUARDIANSHIP, CONSERVATORSHIP, AND OTHER PROTECTIVE PROCEEDINGS [1400 - 3925]

(Division 4 enacted by Stats.1990, Ch. 79.)

PART 4. PROVISIONS COMMON TO GUARDIANSHIP AND CONSERVATORSHIP [2100 - 2893]

(Part 4 enacted by Stats.1990, Ch. 79.)

CHAPTER 5. Powers and Duties of Guardian or Conservator of the Person [2350 - 2360]

(Chapter 5 enacted by Stats.1990, Ch. 79.)

2351.5.
(a) Subject to subdivision (b):

(1) The limited conservator has the care, custody, and control of the limited conservatee.

(2) The limited conservator shall secure for the limited conservatee those habilitation or treatment, training, education, medical and psychological services, and social and
vocational opportunity as appropriate and as will assist the limited conservatee in the development of maximum self-reliance and independence.

(b) A limited conservator does not have any of the following powers or controls over the limited conservatee unless those powers or controls are specifically requested in the petition for appointment of a limited conservator and granted by the court in its order appointing the limited conservator:

1. To fix the residence or specific dwelling of the limited conservatee.
2. Access to the confidential records and papers of the limited conservatee.
3. To consent or withhold consent to the marriage of, or the entrance into a registered domestic partnership by, the limited conservatee.
4. The right of the limited conservatee to contract.
5. The power of the limited conservatee to give or withhold medical consent.
6. The limited conservatee’s right to control his or her own social and sexual contacts and relationships.
7. Decisions concerning the education of the limited conservatee.

(c) Any limited conservator, the limited conservatee, or any relative or friend of the limited conservatee may apply by petition to the superior court of the county in which the proceedings are pending to have the limited conservatorship modified by the elimination or addition of any of the powers which must be specifically granted to the limited conservator pursuant to subdivision (b). The petition shall state the facts alleged to establish that the limited conservatorship should be modified. The granting or elimination of those powers is discretionary with the court. Notice of the hearing on the petition shall be given for the period and in the manner provided in Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 1460) of Part 1.

(d) The limited conservator or any relative or friend of the limited conservatee may appear and oppose the petition. The court shall hear and determine the matter according to the laws and procedures relating to the trial of civil actions, including trial by jury if demanded. If any of the powers which must be specifically granted to the limited conservator pursuant to subdivision (b) are granted or eliminated, new letters of limited conservatorship shall be issued reflecting the change in the limited conservator’s powers.

(Amended by Stats. 2005, Ch. 418, Sec. 28. Effective January 1, 2006.)
Lanterman Developmental Disabilities Services Act
California Welfare and Institutions Code

Statement of Rights

4502. Persons with developmental disabilities have the same legal rights and responsibilities guaranteed all other individuals by the United States Constitution and laws and the Constitution and laws of the State of California.

No otherwise qualified person by reason of having a developmental disability shall be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity, which receives public funds.

It is the intent of the Legislature that persons with developmental disabilities shall have rights including, but not limited to, the following: (a) A right to treatment and habilitation services and supports in the least restrictive environment. Treatment and habilitation services and supports should foster the developmental potential of the person and be directed toward the achievement of the most independent, productive, and normal lives possible. Such services shall protect the personal liberty of the individual and shall be provided with the least restrictive conditions necessary to achieve the purposes of the treatment, services, or supports. (b) A right to dignity, privacy, and humane care. To the maximum extent possible, treatment, services, and supports shall be provided in natural community settings. (c) A right to participate in an appropriate program of publicly supported education, regardless of degree of disability. (d) A right to prompt medical care and treatment. (e) A right to religious freedom and practice. (f) A right to social interaction and participation in community activities. (g) A right to physical exercise and recreational opportunities. (h) A right to be free from harm, including unnecessary physical restraint, or isolation, excessive medication, abuse, or neglect. (i) A right to be free from hazardous procedures. (j) A right to make choices in their own lives, including, but not limited to, where and with whom they live, their relationships with people in their community, the way they spend their time, including education, employment, and leisure, the pursuit of their personal future, and program planning and implementation.

4502.1. The right of individuals with developmental disabilities to make choices in their own lives requires that all public or private agencies receiving state funds for the purpose of serving persons with developmental disabilities, including, but not limited to, regional centers, shall respect the choices made by consumers or, where appropriate, their parents, legal guardian, or conservator. Those public or private agencies shall provide consumers with opportunities to exercise decisionmaking skills in any aspect of day-to-day living and shall provide consumers with relevant information in an understandable form to aid the consumer in making his or her choice.

Spectrum Institute
Disability and Abuse Project
www.disabilityandabuse.org
EXERPT: POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVED MEDICAL DECISION-MAKING FOR PUBLICLY CONSERVED INDIVIDUALS

Ideal Process Recommendations

From Medical Decision Making for Publicly Conserved Individuals: Policy Recommendations
by Theresa Drought

Based upon these documents and review of the literature, standards of practice, and existing California law, the following processes and supportive measures are proposed.

- **Legislation empowers courts to support PG.**
  - Liability protection for good faith decisions made by PG should be considered.
  - Clarification of tensions between Wendland and HCDL are needed.
- **Court supports PG to make medical decisions with minimal judicial review.**
  - Every major court ruling, from the US Supreme Court in Cruzan to the California Supreme Court ruling in Wendland, and the HCDL legislation, stress that courts are not the best place to make these types of decisions.
  - There should be clearly defined criteria established and agreed upon as to when court review of PG decisions is required.
- **Local administration supports PG with adequate resources.**
  - Maximum caseloads should be determined and made compulsory.
  - Case mix should be adjusted to account for heavy medical decision-making cases.
  - Availability of staff should be 24/7; administrative processes should support quick resolution when the patient’s condition requires urgent response.
- **Public guardian has policies to support conservator as decision-maker or to involve PG in timely manner.**
  - A clear line of authority should be established for review of decisions.
  - There should be clearly defined criteria as to when PG oversight of deputy decisions is required.
- **Conservator knows conservatee and maximizes conservatee's involvement in decision-making process**
  - After stabilization of conservatee and safe placement, in addition to discovering any advance directive, explore with conservatee values and preferences. A values history tool can be useful.
  - Develop a proactive plan for monitoring and managing chronic conditions, as well as identification and plan for inevitable crises that may arise based on underlying disease states, if any.
- Involving the conservatee as much as possible in all decisions. Although the conservatee may not have the capacity to make a decision independently, she may be able to express some preferences or provide some input.

- Conservator engages in open, timely, and ongoing informed consent/shared decision-making process with physician.
  - Conservator engages in decision-making process in much the same way as other surrogate decision makers.
  - In situations of great uncertainty or decisions of extreme consequence, the conservator should consult with a body or group of individuals with sufficient background and training to engage in a consultative manner to examine the best interests of the particular conservatee. The goal is to examine the generally accepted community standards in light of what is known about the individual's prior wishes, and his or her current lived experience. A real time meeting including the PG, members of the health care team, and the consultative body is most ideal. The purpose of this type of meeting would be to make sure a variety of positions and concerns are represented and examined, to achieve a moral consensus on an approach to treatment, and to advise and support the PG and the health care team in reaching a decision.
THINKING AHEAD

My Way, My Choice, My Life at the End

“There is life, and there is death. You don’t know what’s going to happen today or tomorrow so you have to be prepared.”

Connie Martinez, 2008
Today more than ever, you are making important decisions. Living your life your way also means making choices about the end of your life. You probably know someone, a family member, support person or friend, who has died. Talking about death and dying is hard, but being prepared for that time makes sure your choices are respected. Making your own decisions shows you are in control, now and up through the very end.

This Thinking Ahead workbook provides a way to advocate for what you want in life support treatment and other end-of-life choices. Complete these pages and you will be prepared. You will have a plan to share with important people in your life.

1. Review the whole workbook before making your decisions or writing down your choices.
2. Take your time to complete the workbook. Take 2 or more sessions. Use support from a Trusted Helper.
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## Making Your Decisions

Making important decisions means taking time to think carefully, deciding on your choices, then taking action with support.

- **THINK**  What is important to you.
- **PLAN**   Choose what you want.
- **DO**     Complete the forms and let people know.
Connie knows that being an advocate means making choices all through life. When a friend of hers died, she wanted to pay her respects but could not. His body was gone and no one knew what happened.

Connie’s friend had been a strong advocate but he had not made his own plans. After he died, other people took over his belongings and his burial. Connie decided this was not going to happen to her. She thought about what was important and made her plan. She took action to make sure she was in control of her life — now and at the very end.

Betty knows how important it is to make your own choices and have your own plans.

Her brother was in the hospital and very sick. He never told anyone about what he wanted for medical treatment at the end of his life. Because she was the closest person to her brother, the doctor called Betty about making medical treatment choices for him. She alone had to make the decision to let him go.

Because of this, Betty wanted to be prepared herself and make her own decisions ahead of time. She took steps to be in control — now and at the very end.
Choosing the Right Person to Help

Everyone needs help when thinking ahead and carrying out plans at the end of his or her life. Choosing a **Trusted Helper** to help you complete this workbook is the first step. This person should be comfortable talking with you about end-of-life choices. Think about who can help you.

**THINK – Who Can Help Me**

Someone who:

- Knows me well and cares about what is important to me.
- Helps without telling me what they think I should do.
- Listens to me and is respectful.
- Will advocate for me.
- Will help me complete this workbook.

**PLAN – My Trusted Helper**

I want ____________________________________________ to help me.

Name

As a **Trusted Helper**, I agree to listen, explain and write down what is important without taking over or saying what to do.

Signature ____________________________________________.

Trusted Helper

California Coalition for Compassionate Care provides suggestions for Trusted Helpers to assist a person with completing this workbook and forms. Go to: [www.finalchoices.org](http://www.finalchoices.org).
Everyone has the right to die with dignity, respect and feeling at peace. When people close to you know what comforts you, they can give the caring support you need. At the end of life, there are important decisions to make about your final wishes. This is the time to think about what you want during your final days.

**THINK – My Final Days and After Death**

With your Trusted Helper, share your thoughts about how you want your final days of life to be. Ideas to think about:

- Where you want to be.
- How you want to be cared for.

This is also the time to think about what you want to have happen after your death. Ideas to think about:

- Where you want your personal belongings to go.
- Your funeral, burial.
- How you want to be remembered.

**PLAN – Make Personal Arrangements**

Connie and Betty knew that end-of-life planning included choices about their final days, where their belongings would go, and how they wanted to be remembered. They made decisions about their final wishes and put together their personal plans.
Making Personal Requests

Make a plan about your final days and how you want to be remembered by completing pages 5–7.

(1) Where I want to be
Near the end of their lives people have choices about the place where they want to spend their final days. Here are some ideas to think about.

Mark your choice.

☐ My Home
☐ With My Family
☐ Hospital
☐ Other Place

(2) How I want to be cared for
Near the end of their lives, people sometimes make special requests. It is important to let others know what you want.

Mark your choices or write in other ideas.

☐ Have my family and friends near.
☐ Have personal care that helps me feel comfortable.
☐ Have my favorite things around me.
☐ Have my favorite music playing.
☐ Have my religion respected.
☐ Other ways I want to be cared for:
(3) Where I want my things to go
Everyone has important things that belong to them. Sometimes people donate personal items to organizations or give them to friends and family members.

Think about where you want your things to go and write it down.

Money ____________________________________________________________

Clothing _________________________________________________________

Furniture ________________________________________________________

Equipment _______________________________________________________

Pet _____________________________________________________________

Other ___________________________________________________________

(4) Gifts I want to give
Sometimes people give special gifts to friends and family members who have been important to them.

Write what you want to give and to whom.

Item: ________________________ To: ________________________

Item: ________________________ To: ________________________
Making Personal Requests

(5) My body
Sometimes people have religious or family ideas that help them decide what happens to their bodies after death.

Think about what you want and write it down.

☐ I want to be buried. Where: ____________________________

☐ I want to be cremated. Where I want my ashes to go:


(6) Being remembered
Having a time to remember is a way people pay their respects and celebrate the life of someone who has died.

Think about what you want and write it down.

I want a funeral service. ☐ Yes ☐ No

☐ At my place of worship ________________________________

☐ At a funeral home ________________________________

☐ Other place ________________________________

☐ I want people to remember me by doing this: ____________


DO – Next Steps

1. Put your choices on the tear-out Personal Requests Form.
2. Take your completed Form and make copies for important people.
3. Save your workbook and the original Form you completed.
You have the right to make decisions about your health care during your life. There are also medical treatment choices to make at the end. When you are very sick, you need help to make sure doctors know what you want.

This section helps you decide what medical treatment you want or don’t want in your final days. It will help you think about your Quality of Life and make choices about Life Support Treatment.

**THINK – My Quality of Life and Life Support**

**Quality of Life** is different for each person. When death is near, there are decisions to make about what life will be like during those final days. It is important that people decide how they want to feel at the end and what Life Support Treatment is right for them.

Thinking about what makes your life worth living will guide you in making your end-of-life choices.

**Life Support Treatment** is used to help keep people alive when they are very sick and close to death. Treatments can be medicines, breathing machines, tube feeding and drinking, CPR, dialysis and surgeries.

No matter what end-of-life treatment a person wants or doesn’t want, doctors must make everyone as comfortable as possible through the very end.
Making Medical Treatment Choices

With your Trusted Person, share your thoughts and feelings about what would make up your quality of life at the end.

A person’s life quality is different for everyone. Think about what is important to you.

Mark your choices or write in other ideas.

☐ Being awake and thinking for myself.

☐ Communicating with family or friends.

☐ Being free from constant and severe pain.

☐ Not being connected to a machine all the time.

More thoughts I have about my quality of life at the end:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

PLAN – Make Life Support Treatment Decisions

Connie and Betty knew that end-of-life planning included thoughts about quality of life in their final days. They made decisions about life support treatment and put together their personal plans.
Making Medical Treatment Choices

Make your plan about life support treatment choices.

If my doctors say I am likely to die in a short time and life support treatment would only postpone my death:

Mark your choice:

☐ I want life support treatment as long as possible.

☐ I do not want any life support treatment.

☐ I want life support treatment only if my doctor thinks it could help.

☐ I want someone I know and trust to decide for me.

DO – Next Steps

1. Put your medical treatment choices on the tear-out Advance Directive Form at the back of the workbook.

2. Take your completed Form and make copies for your Doctor and other important people.

3. Save your workbook and the original Form you completed.
Choosing an End-of-Life Advocate

It is important to choose a person who can be your End-of-Life Advocate, also called a Health Care Agent. Decisions in your Advance Directive are carried out by your End-of-Life Advocate.

THINK – Who Will Speak For Me?

End-of-Life Advocate (Health Care Agent)

- Is nearby to help me when I need him or her.
- Will speak to doctors, nurses and social workers for me.
- Follows my Advance Directive.
- Is my legal spokesperson when I cannot speak for myself.

End-of-Life Advocate cannot be:

- Your doctor.
- Staff of a clinic/hospital where you get health care.
- Your group home or nursing home operator.
- Staff of a group home or nursing home where you live.

Advance Directive is a document that:

- Has your choices about life support treatment.
- Says who will speak with your doctor when you cannot.
- Guides your doctor about what you want.
Choosing an End-of-Life Advocate

PLAN – My End-of-Life Advocate

Connie and Betty knew that end-of-life planning included deciding who would speak up for them to their doctors. They made decisions about who would be their End-of-Life Advocates and put together their personal plans.

Good to remember!

Some people have conservators. If you have a conservator, check to see if they may already be your End-of-Life Advocate.

Meet with him or her to complete the workbook.

My Decision:

I want ______________________________ to be my End-of-Life Advocate and he or she agrees.

Name

DO - Next Steps

2. Sign the Advance Directive with two witnesses.
3. Complete the Personal Requests Form.
4. Make sure your End-of-Life Advocate has a copy of both forms.
When you finish your Thinking Ahead workbook and complete the forms at the end, you have exercised your right to live your life, your way – now and at the very end. You will be prepared.

You will have a plan to share with loved ones, your doctor and other important people in your life.

Here are some tips:

1. Get information in ways YOU can understand.

2. Share your plan with important people.

3. Make changes to your plan, if you need to.

4. Make your own decisions.
The **Thinking Ahead** workbook and DVD project was led by California advocates with developmental disabilities from three regional centers. They wanted to share their experiences and ideas because they know how important it is to make their own decisions now and through the very end. The advocates came together in three focus groups to guide the project and ensure the workbook and DVD reflected their voices.

**Alta California Regional Center**
Sacramento, CA
Focus Group Participants

**Golden Gate Regional Center**
San Francisco, CA
Focus Group Participants

**Eastern Los Angeles Regional Center**
Alhambra, CA
Focus Group Participants
www.finalchoices.org
California Coalition for Compassionate Care is a statewide partnership of more than 60 organizations dedicated to the advancement of palliative medicine and end-of-life care. It provides helpful information about end-of-life decision making, legislation and forms. Downloadable copy of the Thinking Ahead Workbook and facilitator guideline are available on this site.

www.caringinfo.org
Caring Connections is a program of the National Hospice and Palliative Care Organization, a national consumer and community organization committed to improving care at the end of life.

www.iha4health.org/index.cfm/MenuItemID/266.htm
This easy-to-read California Advance Health Care Directive form was created to help people better understand these legal documents.

www.agingwithdignity.org/5wishes.html
The Five Wishes document helps people express how they want to be treated if they are seriously ill and unable to speak for themselves. It includes medical, personal, emotional and spiritual needs.

www.dds.ca.gov/ConsumerCorner/Publications.cfm
The California Department of Developmental Services, Consumer Advisory Committee has developed numerous plain language pictorial publications and DVDs that encourage self-direction and personal choice. The Thinking Ahead Workbook is also available for download.
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Personal Requests

These are my personal requests, but not a Will.

Name: ____________________________________________________________

(1) Where I want to be
   This is my choice about where I want to spend my final days.
   □ My Home  □ With My Family  □ Hospital  □ Other Place

(2) How I want to be cared for
   □ Have my family and friends near.
   □ Have personal care that helps me feel comfortable.
   □ Have my favorite things around me.
   □ Have my favorite music playing.
   □ Have my religion respected.
   □ Other ways I want to be cared for:
       __________________________________________________________
       __________________________________________________________

(3) Where I want my things to go
   Money __________________________________________________________
   Clothing _______________________________________________________
   Furniture ______________________________________________________
   Equipment _____________________________________________________
   Pet ___________________________________________________________
   Other _________________________________________________________
Personal Requests

(4) Gifts I want to give
Item: ____________________ To: ____________________
Item: ____________________ To: ____________________

(5) My body
☐ I want to be buried. Where: ______________________________
☐ I want to be cremated. Where I want my ashes to go:
________________________________________________________________

(6) Being remembered
I want a funeral service ☐ Yes ☐ No
☐ At my place of worship ______________________________
☐ At a funeral home ______________________________
☐ Other place _________________________________________
☐ I want people to remember me by doing this: _____________
________________________________________________________________

Sign Your Name ______________________ Date ________

Street Address __________________________ City ______ State ______ Zip Code _______

Home Phone ___________________________ Work Phone __________________ Email _______
During my final days, my life support treatment decision is:

- I want life support treatment as long as possible.
- I do not want any life support treatment.
- I want life support treatment only if my doctor thinks it could help.
- I want my End-of-Life Advocate to decide for me.

My End-of-Life Advocate will make decisions for me only if I cannot make my own decisions.

My End-of-Life Advocate

(Name) is my End-of-Life Advocate (Health Care Agent).

Street Address
City
State
Zip Code
Home Phone
Work Phone
Email

My End-of-Life Choices

During my final days, my quality of life means:

- Being awake and thinking for myself.
- Communicating with family or friends.
- Being free from constant and severe pain.
- Not being connected to a machine all the time.
- ____________________________
For Witnesses:

As a witness, I promise that (person) ___________________________, signed this form while I watched. He/she was not forced to sign it.

I also promise that:
• I know this person and he/she can confirm their identity.
• I am 18 years or older.
• I am not this person’s End-of-Life Advocate (Health Care Agent).
• I am not this person’s health care provider or work for this person’s health care provider.
• I do not work where this person lives.

Witness Signature   Date

One witness must not be related by blood, marriage or adoption and not receive any money or property from this person after he/she dies.
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities

Article 12 - Equal recognition before the law

1. States Parties reaffirm that persons with disabilities have the right to recognition everywhere as persons before the law.

2. States Parties shall recognize that persons with disabilities enjoy legal capacity on an equal basis with others in all aspects of life.

3. States Parties shall take appropriate measures to provide access by persons with disabilities to the support they may require in exercising their legal capacity.

4. States Parties shall ensure that all measures that relate to the exercise of legal capacity provide for appropriate and effective safeguards to prevent abuse in accordance with international human rights law. Such safeguards shall ensure that measures relating to the exercise of legal capacity respect the rights, will and preferences of the person, are free of conflict of interest and undue influence, are proportional and tailored to the person's circumstances, apply for the shortest time possible and are subject to regular review by a competent, independent and impartial authority or judicial body. The safeguards shall be proportional to the degree to which such measures affect the person's rights and interests.

5. Subject to the provisions of this article, States Parties shall take all appropriate and effective measures to ensure the equal right of persons with disabilities to own or inherit property, to control their own financial affairs and to have equal access to bank loans, mortgages and other forms of financial credit, and shall ensure that persons with disabilities are not arbitrarily deprived of their property.
Honorable Tom Torlakson  
State Superintendent of Public Instruction  
California Department of Education  
1430 N Street  
Suite 5602  
Sacramento, California 95814-5901

Dear Superintendent Torlakson:

Thank you for the timely submission of California’s Federal fiscal year (FFY) 2010 Annual Performance Report (APR) and revised State Performance Plan (SPP) under Part B of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).

The Department has determined that, under IDEA section 616(d)(2)(A)(iii), California needs intervention in implementing the requirements of Part B of IDEA. The Department’s determination is based on the totality of the State’s data and information including the State’s FFY 2010 APR and revised SPP, other State-reported data, and other publicly available information. See the enclosure entitled “How the Department Made Determinations under Section 616(d) of the IDEA in 2012: Part B” for further details.

The specific factor affecting the Office of Special Education Programs’ (OSEP’s) determination of needs intervention for California was that the State’s FFY 2010 data reflect a very low level of compliance with compliance Indicator 13 at 45.9%. Under Indicator 13, California was required to provide data on the percent of youth with individualized education programs (IEPs) aged 16 and above with an IEP that includes appropriate measurable postsecondary goals that are annually updated and based upon an age appropriate transition assessment, transition services, including courses of study, that will reasonably enable the student to meet those postsecondary goals, and annual IEP goals related to the student’s transition services needs. There also must be evidence that the student was invited to the IEP Team meeting where transition services are to be discussed and evidence that, if appropriate, a representative of any participating agency was invited to the IEP Team meeting with the prior consent of the parent or student who has reached the age of majority. This is a critical indicator since inclusion of appropriate postsecondary goals and transition services in a student’s IEP enables the student to make a successful transition from school to post-school activities, including postsecondary education, vocational education, integrated employment and independent living. We hope that California will be able to demonstrate that it meets requirements in its next APR.

The enclosed table provides OSEP’s analysis of the State’s FFY 2010 APR and revised SPP and identifies, by indicator, OSEP’s review of any revisions made by the State to its targets, improvement activities (timelines and resources) and baseline data in the State’s SPP. The table also identifies, by indicator: (1) the State’s reported FFY 2010 data; (2) whether such data met the State’s FFY 2010 targets and reflect progress or slippage from the prior year’s data; (3) if applicable, that the State’s data are not valid and reliable; and (4) whether the State corrected findings of noncompliance.
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Your State may want to consider taking advantage of available sources of technical assistance. A list of sources of technical assistance related to the SPP/APR indicators is available by clicking on the “Technical Assistance Related to Determinations” box on the opening page of “The Right IDEA” Web site at: http://therightidea.tadnet.org/technicalassistance. You will be directed to a list of indicators. Click on specific indicators for a list of centers, documents, Web seminars and other sources of relevant technical assistance for that indicator.

As you know, pursuant to IDEA section 616(b)(2)(C)(ii)(I) and 34 CFR §300.602(b)(1)(i)(A), your State must report annually to the public on the performance of each local educational agency (LEA) located in the State on the targets in the SPP as soon as practicable, but no later than June 1, 2012. In addition, your State must: (1) review LEA performance against targets in the State’s SPP; (2) determine if each LEA “meets requirements” of Part B, or “needs assistance,” “needs intervention,” or “needs substantial intervention” in implementing Part B of the IDEA; (3) take appropriate enforcement action; and (4) inform each LEA of its determination. 34 CFR §300.600(a)(2) and (3). For further information regarding these requirements, see "The Right IDEA" Web site at: http://therightidea.tadnet.org/determinations. Finally, please ensure that your updated SPP is posted on the State educational agency’s Web site and made available to the public, consistent with 34 CFR §300.602(b)(1)(i)(B).

Pursuant to section 616(d)(2)(B) of the IDEA and 34 CFR §300.603(b)(2), a State that is determined to need intervention or need substantial intervention, and does not agree with this determination, may request an opportunity to meet with the Assistant Secretary to demonstrate why the Department should change the State’s determination. To request a hearing, submit a letter to Alexa Posny, Assistant Secretary, United States Department of Education, 400 Maryland Avenue SW, Washington, DC 20202 within 15 days of the date of this letter. The letter must include the basis for your request for a change in the State’s determination.

OSEP is committed to supporting California’s efforts to improve results for children and youth with disabilities and looks forward to working with your State over the next year. If you have any questions, would like to discuss this further, or want to request technical assistance, please contact Susan Murray, your OSEP State Contact, at 202-245-8247.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Melody Musgrove, Ed.D.
Director
Office of Special Education Programs

Enclosures

cc: State Director of Special Education